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STARVING
BELGIUM

WOODS,

P H ILLIP S ,

was written while he was under fire
vu the battle before Dunkirk.
In
this letter he writes:
“ Despite
all that can be done, the suffering
in the coming winter will be terri
ble, but the burden we must bear
will be lightened if my people can
be spared the pangs of hunger with
its frightful consequence® of disease
and violence.

M A H E, D E C E M B E R 17, 1914.

There are but few of us who cannot
give at least a little without real
inconvenience to ourselves.

PR IC E 4 C E N T *

READY FOR THE
XMAS SHOPPERS

And would it greatly harm
us,
this Christmas time when a great
er part of the civil zed world is in
such awful anguish, if we should
deny ourselves a few things that we
desire, in order that we can extend
the more help to the brave little
I confidently hope that the appeal nation that is now passing through
The newspapers have for weeks of the American Commission will the most horrible devastation known
been telling us of the horrid devas meet with a generous response. The to human history?
You wfll have to be busy for the
tations that war has brought to the whole-hearted friendship of America
next few days: before Christmas with
In
order
that
Phillips
people
may
brave and thrifty little nation of shown my people at this time al
IT you will, care
have an easy opportunity to con your shopping.
t.io Belgian®, and they have suggest ways will be a precious memory.
fully
read
the
advertisements
in
tribute,
the Federated church
has
“Albert.”
ed that America extend her
aid.
Maine Woods you will find sugesvcted
to
take
two
special
offerings,
IThis suggestion has been quite
Surely, we in our land of peace
You will find
one in the morning and one in the t ons worth while.
g< neraHly acted upon.
and plenty will be less than human
a!1 the enterprising stores in town
e\
ening
of
Christinas
Sunday,
Decem
We in Phillips have, through the if such an appeal comes to us in
represented in the column® of Maine
ber 20.
I Methodist church., already made a vain, if our very hearts do
not
Woods.
i good contribution, and one that will answer it in a great out-going of
As some who dc not
attend
Phillips has reason to feel proud
surely help to brighten the sorrows) true sympathy.
And dif we are to church,
tl:at day may wish to con of her stores, as they will compare
|tl at Christmas in 1914 brings to a have true sympathy it must go farth tribute,
the treasurer, Mrs.
F. N. favorably with much larger stores |
stricken land, but the boxes
and er than mere sentimental pity—pity Beal, has been authorized to re in larger places.
; barrels of the Chistmas ship
are can not feed the starving millions, ceive money from all who will help.
R. H. P R E B L E
; not enough'—The winter is long and who, through no fault of their own, Ail money that is raised will be
seven millions of people must be are brought down to the very jaws used for the direct purchase of fcod
Calling on the merchants of th e 1
fed as well as clothed.
of death.
If our sympathy is true stufis) such as wheat and com which town we will commence at the corn,-1
; Albert, the heroic young king of sympathy we must do something to will be shipped from America.
er store, the drug stroe of R. H.
' Belgium, has now appealed to the help them, and a contribution of
The need is great.
Let’s every Preble, where ini addition to Jiis j
' American people through a letter to dollars and cents is now the best body help and make this a Christ regular stock o;f drugs and perfumes:,
) tli ? American Commission, which way in which help can be given. mas of sacrifice and human brother you will find many useful and pretty j
hood.
gifts.
Preble makes quite a specMelvin Hutchins. Iialty of camera®, flashlights, etc. He
|is also agent for the Sawyer Prints,
BRADENTOWN
! which make a handsome gift, es|peciaiKy for out of town friends,
H. A. HASKELL, Manager
NOW OPEN
Send for Booklet
who have enjoyed these many views
and drives around Phillips. These
In fertile Manatee County, on the beautiful Manatee River. Many
pictures are celebrated for their
side trips. Fine fishing. Duck, Quail and Alligator Shooting. Dogs and
artistic beauty.
Guides and Motorboats furnished. Moderate Rates. American plan.

Let Each Person In Phillips Con
tribute Something, However Small

MANAVISTA HOTEL Fl o r i d a

G R A N T ’S C A M P S.

FIFTY FOOT
BEAVER DAM

The Busy Animals At Work Near
Phillips Village

K E N N E 3 A G O , M A IN E

,
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine
► Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best ashing grounds. We
* shall keep open during the bunting season. Write us for reservations.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

BALD M O UN TAIN

C A M P S Bald

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at tfie foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eguntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto
road to cam ps—Telephone conn ections—T w o m ai's daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain
Maine

ji|:

*

....................'

U

I Mountain View House )
Mountain View. Maine
Por further particulars write or address

L. E. BOW LEY,
| Mountain Yiew,
*
•
•

Maine,

g

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
AS A

fc «

H U N T IN G

RESORT

This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
access and nearly all the camps are open through the
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and
small game are very abundant.
L

02660144

.7 s rangeley u k e s

railroad

«sura a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn| shed upon application to

F. N. BEAL.

Genera] Manager,

50

The Merchants of Phillips Have
Good Display for the Holiday
Trade.

Phillips, Maine.

•

C.

M.

Hoyt

At this store can be .found a
large stock of lad es’ and children’s
furnishings, neckwear, shirt waists:,
H. W. WortMey of the Mile hosiery, newest thugs in belts and
Square has recently photographed the ribbon® for the same. Coming down
beaver works mentioned below, and : to the real essentials and comforts
the picture has been published in the of life you will find a big line of j
Lewiston Journal with the folilowing Monmouth moccasin® which (have a
reputation for the'r wearing qualit
article:
ies.
A beaver dam is seldom seen now
adays, an<I then only in some outof-the-way place, consequently the
A G. C R O N K H T E
works of these ingenious animals are
The windows at Cronkhdte’s, the
a novelty to ail and many people
jeweler, are very attractive, but all
have never seen their homes and
of the attraction® cannot be seen
fields of labor.
in the window.
If you want silv
It will be a surprise to the citi erware, jewelry, watches, or any
store
zens of Phillips as a whole to know thing in this line, this
His stock is always
that a large beaver dam is situat headquarters.
ed less than one mile from the vil selected with good taste and you can
rest assured he will have the latest
lage.
thing® on the market.
He ha® in
Some time last year a colony of
addition to his regular stock many
beaviers began operations on the
novelties for the Christmas trade.
“meadow brook” in a swampy piece
Handsome serving tray®:, chafing
of ground on the farm of Fred Ells
dishes and, coffee percolators' lie can
worth.
On a stream which is
show you.
hardly large enough for a trout
brook they have constructed a dam
over fifty feet long which bias flowed
C. F. C H A N D L E R & SON
a piece of timber Land as large as
if you are in search of any kind
a small farm.
of bouse furnishings pay this store
No one knows how many beavers a visit.
They carry a complete
make up the colony, but there must stock and what you do not find
be quite a number of them we judge there can be ordered for you. They
by the amount of work they have always have a good assortment and
done in one year.
If one thinks the prices are right.
they are not onto their job, let him
tear away a part o f this dam and
next morning he will find it fully
D. F. Hoyt
repaired.
The bottom is covered
Hoyt lias got quantities of men’s |
with Log®, that they have felled and toggery.
Hi® show cases are filled I
sunk.
People familiar with their
with neckwear, gloves, handkerchiefs,
habits say that they such the air and other wearables.
He also has
from the logs, causing them to be a large stock of overcoats, including
come waterlogged.
As they will
the Balmacaan®, Chesterfields, and
cause a big loss to Mr. Ellsworth,
split sleeves from $10.00 up.
it is probable that the proper author
(Continued on page four).
ities will look after the matter.
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edy for this almost universal break the Fox Hole Rips, which are quite William, aged 15, trapped near the
Spring
a large
ing of the rules of the-road there is a stretch of quick water where one Diamond
a reform which is not only desirable, will enjoy thrills to the utmost, and weighing five pounds.
but practical.
The rules of the with a skilful guide one need not
A couple of lumbermen were in the
read and the dangers of the traffic fear.
woeds nehr Pitch Pine Hill, near
“ Occasionally the passenger in the Bath, Wednesday afternoon and at
should be taught in every elementary
school in the country.
There are how of the canoe looks ahead and almost every step they took, a par
.22 CALIBRE
probably no children under the age of sees nothing but rocks, and begins tridge jun\ped up, until they had
The 777(zrTia .22
R
ep
ea
tin g R ifle
pump-action repeater ha3 simple,
10 or 12 years and comparatively few ti> think, ‘Now, I will have to get counted 28 birds.
So it would ap.
quick mechanism and stroncr, safety congrownups who could give an intelli out and w alk;’ but the guide tells pear that Bath and Phippsiburg huntstruction. Has sensible, visible hammer. It
takes down easily. You can look through the
gent answer to the questions as to him to sit still, and by some quick ers did not shoot all the biddies durbarrel — it cleans from both ends.
how to cross a road, on which side and deft movements, with pole and ing the open season.
Its Solid Steel Top protects your face and eyes against
injury from defective cartridges, from shells, powder and
to drive or walk, or where to look paddle, now snubbing here, and then
gases. The Side Ejection throws shells away to the side
A flock of nine wild geese with all
never up across your line of sight.
paddling hard, he escapes one rock
for special dangers.
Handles all .2 2 short, .2 2 lon g and .2 2 long-rifle cartridges, includA dozen or so eiimple rules illustrat t , be confronted by another; hut by the birds asleep, heads under their
ing the hollow-point hunting cartridges. Accurate to 200 yards. A perfect
gun for rabbits, squirrels, hawks, crows, etc.
ed by plain diagrams would in a very the same quickness and dexterity, iwings and well bunched together, on
TTTarfin .22 repeaters also made with lever action; ask your dealer.
few lessons convey to t i e mind cf the the canoe is safely piloted through the bay, was the pretty picture that
7Z?Z fcr/bifirearm s
Tills place I George Rock of North Bath saw
average school child and imprint upon the roaring waters.
3 3 W i l l o w S t..
N e w H a v e r * . C o n n , ing rifles and shotguns, mrnaatim
shooting Thanksdescribe
is
Rocky
Rips,
and it is while out duck
his memory for life, the best way of
giving
day.
He
stc-uiled up
rightly
named.
avoiding
the
undoubtedly
increasing
instance, include the chance of col
within
30
yards
of
the
geese
which
“ Far ahead a mountain was seen
lision with other vehicles at cross dangers of the street and of main at d
were still asleep and let go both
to
loom
up.
This
is
Mt.
Katahdin,
crossroads
alike.
While
the
pedes
roads, of skidding on a
slippery
barrels of his 10-gauge gun, when
pavement and many other well-known trian, as stated at the outset, has probably 30 or 40 miles distant.
to his amazement, all the birds flaw
“
We
soon
passed
Pine
stream
and
risks, which vary acc rding to the certain special rights, there is no rea
away, apparently unharmed. Hunter
the
roar
of
Pine
Stream
falls
was
son
to
believe
that
the
majority
of
traffic, the condition of the road and
Now comes the thril Rooks believes that he had picked
those who walk upon the highways ar plainly heard.
The subject of accidents upon the weather and many other circumstanc so intolerant and selfish as to wish ler of the whole trip.
The guide up and put in some blank cartrid
public highways, always an interest es wliieh need not be considered here. to cause an unnecessary danger and tells you to sit still and not move, ges for live shells or else the black
Years age
ing one, is just now receiving muclh The driver of a motor car, however, difficulty to vehicular and wheel traf and on the first trip, it’s needless to powder did not work.
a Bath man was out on the bay and
attention upon the part of the press who aspires to a clean record in the fic.
say
that
one
sits
there
like
a
graven
It
is
true,
therefore,
that
if
and public.
Of course, any kind Qf matter of accidents lias- to be more schools of every description
taught image, firmly grasping the sides of found a flock of grey ducks in Reed’s
He has to ex
locomotion whether by land or sea or than ordinarily alert.
Cove, likewise fast asleep, and the
of tLe cahoe.
ercise in a special degree the quality j tyeir pupils the ordinary rules
in tiie air, has peculiar dangers, but
late William Freeman of East Bruns“
You
could
hear
the
waters
roaring
tli
road
many
accidents
and
injuries
as the public highway is so intimate of forethought and train himself to
wick, who was sculling, prevailed on
louder
and
louder,
passing
hidden
calculate beforehand what is likely to i ancl much 1«* of-life would be thereby
ly and continuously connected with
the Bath man in the bow to try his
rocks
with
the
speed
of
an
express
happen under certain
circumstances! a ' er^ec^ ailL* muc^ °f the chaos, risk
everyone’s life, accidents upon it re
“ cannon,” a big muzzle loader. The
which may, at first sight, appear un-|arti dsorder in our traffic would be train, now turning to the right, now
ceive a larger share of attention than
Bath ran fired the cannon and the
stopping
for
an
instant,
pushing
this
cured.
mishaps at sea. or collisions on the likely.
On scrutinizing
way and that, and with one
final birds flew away.
It is foolish to imagine that the !
railways or any other form of acci
lunge, we shot down through the Dog tlie surface of the water in the
dent not connected with the highway. dangers of the road can be entirely
cove, the tip of a duck’s wing was
hole.
The public mind in this matter is eliminated or that any form of loco
seen
peeping above the surface, and
“ The noise of the waters was deaf
largely guided by the amount of prom motion can become absolutely safe as
ening, but we are now on the smooth on being drawn into the boat, the
inence given to accidents, and just regards other users of the highways, j
It had be®
waters below, and there was no wing was bleeding.
now motor car accidents excite it mor Put mental alertness while driving a i
cut firem the duck’s body as though
mere quick water.
than any other kind, and therefore motor car upon the highways has be
The guides tell of many mishaps 'with the blow of a clever, the ejcome more than ever essential, if the
receive greater prominence
on these falls, of gold watches, rif planaticn being that the shot had
To begin with, every good driver j driver would be a true master of his
les and diamond rings that have been remained so long in the gun barrel
upon the road, whether of horses or craft and the maximum that it is “ the
lost here and are at the bottom of that they had rusted and bunched
motor cars, should thoroughly grasp unexpected that ofien happens” should
Sydney R. Bonsey, a well known tha river, but with a good canoemah and when fired went out cf the bar
the fundamental fact that the pedes- always be present in the minds of mail clerk on the Bangor & Aroos
rel like a ball.
The ball had cut
the trip is easily and safely made.
Foresight and caution took R. R., has written a descrip
train has in some places
greater the drivers.
off
the
duck’s
wing.
It may hare
“ Soon we were on Chesuncook
rights, in others an equal, and in are, in the case of many well-known, tion of a part cf the well
known lake, a beautiful sheet of water, 18 been that Rook’s shot in his shells
still others an inferior right on the and good drivers, natural gifts, but West Branch canoe trip which so
miles long and from one to three had similarly bunched and stuck
roads in relation to wheeled traffic, th“ stupidest motorist can acquire th many people make each season. Mr.
miles wide.
We were soon at Ches- with rust.
and he is supposed to take reason habit of cultivating these two features! Bonsey is a devotee of the outdoor
uneook village, which is at the head
able care of himself and to see that by Stettin g his mind to do so.
! life of the Maine woods and his story of the lake.
There are about 15 !
he does u>t recklessly incur dangers
As regards the general public, the ¡ cf the 20-mile trip from
Northeast families living here.
Looking south ,
to himself and others.
In this coun widespread ignorance and apathy as ¡Carry to the head of Chesuncook lake
a beautiful view was obtained of Ka- j
try we often laugh at the fact that to the rules of the.road is one of the |is entertaining.
tahdin, Harringtcn and Sourdnalxunk j
in Prance a man may be prosecuted most unsatisfactory features mani
“ One goes to Greenville Junction mountains.
for being in the road and
being fested on our highways to-day. Whe by rail, over the Bangor & Aroostook
“ Many beautiful canoe trips may Lc]
knocked down by a passing vehicle. one motorist encounters, as he will railroad,” he writes, “ thence on one
made from here to the surrounding
This, of course, is an extreme case invariably do, nearly one-third of the of the fine fleet of steamers of the
lakes and the fishing and hunting is
upon the other side of the question.
vehicular traffic upon the wrong side Coburn Steamboat Co., to tlie head
unexcelled.
The trip is over and
There are dangers which the motor of the road, he must not allow him r£ Mcosehead lake, a 40 mile sail,
one returns to the Carry by tlie
car driver incurs evey time he drives self to become irritated at the ap which cannot be equalled in New
same route or keeps on down tlie
along a highway, which are not in parently deliberate perversity of the England.
Passing numerous islands West Brunch.”
E<1 Grant, B rav er Pond Camp«
N ew reading matter, interestii g.
the nature of common ones. As gen average driver of slow vehicles. These ai d cottages and stopping a minute
The first edition was exhaust«! much soobo
erally understood common dangers fo drivers do not knew or care. As a rem at Capen’s to deliver tire mail, the
than we expected and the papular dematd *a
so great for a second edition that we publisW
steamer proceeds. Ahead, looms Mt
an enlarged and improved edition to be sold k
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Kineo, which like a huge Gibraltar,
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.'
rises out cf the lake. Arriving here
fr>r dinner at the Rnckwood hotel its
Phillips, Me.
‘all aboard,’ and one is off on the
last stage of the steamboat, trip.”
Two partly grown bears brought to
Mr. Bonsey has made this trip Rumford were shot, one by Perley
MAPS OF MAINE
several times and it is one of these Mast n and Freeland Abbott on Tum
RESORTS AND
pleasant 20-mile voyages by canoe bledown mountain, in Weld, and the
that he describes.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiriet
other by Vernon and Asaph, sons of
From the head of the lake it is Stephen Taylor.
The lads crossed for maps of the fishing region? of tlx
two miles over the “carry” to the th trail of a bear on Old West state, etc. We can furnit-h He follow
ing maps:
West Branch cf the Penobscot, which mountain in Byron.
They followed Franklin County
flrws on down to Chesuncook.
this to the den and shot the hear, Somerset County
Oxford County
It is surprising to Mr. Bonsey first far inside.
They returned several Piscataquis County
as it is to any other person making miles to their home and
brought Aroostook County
th'' trip for the first time, what a ropes with which the animal was Washington Couniy
load the canoes used by the guides dragged from the den.
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
in the section will carry.
R. R. map of Maine
“ The guide said, “ all aboard,’ ”
One Saturday afternoon Will New- Androscoggin County
writes Mr. Bonsey, ‘and I took my bt rt shot a moose in the swamp nea Cumberland County
Hanoock County
sr&t in the bow of the canoe for Mr. Whitney’s at Appleton.
Itj has Kennehec County
my 20-mile trip to Chesuncook.”
been on exhibition since Saturday Knox County
“ Quietly paddling down the river, at Mr. Newbert’s home. As it hangs Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
i about two miles and a half, we pas- in the stable it measures from the Penobscot County'
|sed the mouth of Lobster Stream, tip of the heels to tip of nose, 14 Waldo County
York County
m xt Three Mile Rock, and then War feet.
From Saturday to
Monday
ren Island where we got into a little over 300 viewed tihie moose.
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
quick water. We then paddled along
on the Moos ©horn deadwater, which
A Bald Head resident threatens to
Phillips
Maine.
!s feur miles long.
Now and then poison all the foxes in his vicinity
a hunter’s tent was seen along the because they have been killing his
banks of the river, and we stopped sheep.
He won’t have hunters aoccasionally to deliver some mail or round becaus he claims the fox
express.
hounds are as bad on the sheep as
“ T ie river twists and
turns the foxes-.
He is informed
that
G. W. PICKKL,
through black growth, hard
wood, poisoning foxes is against the law.—
TAXIDERMIST
swamps and gorges:, and each turn Bath Times.
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Taft
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
brings to view a wonderful pano
R A n C.ELEY,
h h
rama.
A wild animal jumped upon the
“ Nearly noon we passed through roof of the Stevens log cabin on
mere quick water and then we saw the island in Morse's- river Sunday
the ‘half way’ house where we stop night, awakening Fred Humphreys
They are made for
ped for dinner.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermefl
and H. T. Stevens of* Bath
who
Known the world over for excel*
“ After a good square meal we were were passing the week end there.
lence. Illustrated catalogue fre*eager to push on, as the best part of They think it may have been the
M. L. GETC-HRIJi 00.,
the trip was that which we enjoyed wild cat.
Monmouth,
.
.
.
Main*
during the rest of the day.
“ Silently we sailed along, surpris
Tracks of that Phiplpsburg bobcat
ing a muskrat cr mink by our quiet were seen last week at Sabino and
RAW FURS WANTED
ness', or a flock of ducks; and quite were measured.
They were four Direct from the trapper. Highest mar
often a deer was seen standing on inches- wide.
ket prices with good liberal sort. Goods
the river bank.
One day last week John, Belang held separate and all charges paid.
“We passed the mouth of Ragmuff er, of Bath, aged 13, shot a fox
JStream and Big Island and entered iu nearby woods and his brother A. J.
For its wonderful accuracy, its safety and con
venience, and its effectiveness for small game
and target shooting, you should buy

The

7I2 a rl¿ fi
.Model 20, as illustrated, 24incH octagon barrel, 15 or
y
25 shot«, $11.50.
Model 29, 23-inch
round barrel,
15 shots,
$9.25.

TEACHING OF
HIGHWAY RULES

WEST BRANCH
CANOE TRIP

Interestingly Described by Bangor
Mail Clerk

j

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

HUNTING NOTES
AROUND THE STATE

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

ROADS

who

write us for accurate infor-

mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

Maine Information Bureau
Phillip:

Maine

Hopkins, Hornerstown, N.
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THE QUAIL
HUNTERS BOGEY

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , D E C E M B E R 17, 1914.

F ly Rod s Note Book

David Gregg Jr. Sees the Real,
Not the Phanton Bird— and—
a Movie Pantomine Will Tell
the Story

By Fly Rod
It was late in October when Mr.
Mr." and Mrs. Herman E. Guthein
of Cambridge cam© to pass their
honeymoon days in one of the log
c’amps.
The weather was fine and
although they did not hunt they had
a great time tramping in the woods
and sailing on the lake.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
PINEHURST, N. C., Dec. 1914—The
quail hunters’ bog-ey is a Christmas
turkey as elusive tantalizing and allur
ing as the golfers' “ par.” “ Bin er
gcratchin' hayar—roosted heah last
eight—crossed this road not mor’n an
hour ago,” says the loquacious guide,
but like the “ monster gray moose” of
northern Maine, it is mostly “ signs”
ttat make up the sum and substance
of the chase.
This king of game
birds is, Indeed, the ideal of the quail
bunter and anticipation makes the
pleasure of pursuit fully as enjoyable
»possession.
David Gregg, Jr., of Brooklyn, is
the’ lucky hunter.
Has made some
fine bags of quail, hut they’re not in
tie reckoning when “ the big 'un he
lost” is considered.
Came face to
face with a monster gobbler taking a
peek at an adjoining field.
Slipped
a handy charge of buck shot into the
right barrel drew bead on the bright
srattled head, pressed gently on the
trigger***“ Don’t shoot,” ’ called the
piide, “ that's a tame turkey.” ***A
nish, a whizz and the big bird was
TOand off like a Zeppelin***Chapter
tfo with a special movie film
in
pantomine tells what followed!

St. Anthony’s Cottage,

drop to 20 degrees below zero, find
the steam heated hotel as
warm
as cn a summer day.

Phillips, Me.,
Dec. 16, 1914.

AND SKATES
the New Elm House, Auburn, and
friend, Mr. Ham of the same city,
had Cliff McKenney and George
Robertson to guide them for ten
days through the Cupsuptic and a
big doe was the trophy they had
tc take heme with them.
Later Karl Sanborn of Salem,
Mass., had. George for two weeks,
and it was a great hunting
trip
they had.
Mr. Sanborn got plenty
of birds and two nice deer, and a
handsome hear, but the honor of
shooting the bear he did not have,
for it was “ George who killed the

TIHK TABLE
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangreley. and Bigelow, at
6.15 P.
and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Paswnger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P.M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves
at11.00 A. M.
STR O N G PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 5.50 P.

Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
MIXED TRAIN arrives frorn'Phillips at 10.15
A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A- A4.
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN leaves at 1.00
P.M for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm
ington at 12.40 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave for Farmington at 6.45
A- M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Farmington at 10.50 A, M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
M. Arrives from Kingfield nt 10.00 A . M. and
leaves for Kingfield at 7.35 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.60
A-M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M..
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
Hiavp Farmington at l.fO P. M. Strong, 2.22 P.
Phillips, 2.45 P M,. arriving at Rangeley at
<•26P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

GUESTS OF THE RANGELEY T AVERN TAKING A SLEIGH RIDE
a sleigh ride, and don’t the city
folks who use automobiles aM wint
er think it great sport?
Perhaps they would like to- put
ou snowsh.oes and walk across the,
field to Sunset Hill and gather
green, boughs and spend the even
ing in winding Christmas wreaths,
as they set around the big open
fire in the hotel office.
Soane might prefer to strap on
their, skates and go out on Plaley
Pend with their hockey sticks as
you will see by this picture others
have done.
If a person takes such healthful)
exercise in the pure bracing air at
Rangeley they wilil be sure to re
turn to the Tavern and do justice
to the turkey Christmas dinner
Landlord Eltis will have waiting, and
if the thermometer should take a

Lake, yet he is a man of
energy
and hustle and mo doubt will soon
have a big crew of wokrnveu on
the spot and rebuild in the early
spring, but he must have lost many
lui.ndeds of dollars and the
many
friends! of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis will
regret to hear the camps are des
troyed.

a handsome
was black and
had his new
L. Welch will
have the pelt

I guess Fanjoy was right in say
ing, “I tell you there is a goldarn-lot cf hears around the Cupsupti this fall.”

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILR1AD

RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for

However, Mr. Toothaker took a
sure aim and the Winchester was
heard to echo miles away.
The
bullet had not missed the mark, and
such an unearthly howl as the
bear gave, and started up the moun
tain a few rods, and Mr. Tooth
aker was about to send another bul
led after him, when quick and un
expectedly the furious bear, raging
with pain turned and ran straight
for the enemy.
Mr. Toothaker de
clares he felt his hair rise and lift
his hat from his head, but he
thought he would not turn and run,
for the hear was too fast for him,
but would stand his ground. If bruin
kept his mouth open he would run
the gun down his. throat, but just
then the old fellow rolled over at
his feet dead, for the bullet went
through his heart.
The one shot
was fatal.

Not often is such
bear shot.
The fur
shiny for Mr. Bear
winter coat on.
H.
mount the head and
made into a rug.

hunter’s >

Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
1187 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46
AM. and from King-field at 8 25 A M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
[8.55®. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30
A. M Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R «ngeley 3.15 P. M.

There was not much time to con
sider the matter as old bruin look
ed up and it* is said winked at the
hunter.

Do you see that I am standing
A postal from Mrs. Amos Ellis
at my cottage door, way down here
tells
me “ Eight of the Bald Moun
in the State of Maine and wishing j
the thousands of readers of the tain Camps were burned last Fri
“ Maine Woods,” ' from the Alantic Iday, including the old office to
It was too much game for one
Dr. A. W. Osgeod and S. IV Pen
to the Pacific a Merry, Merry Happy j the foot bridge this, side of Camp
nell of Rumford had an eight-point man to shoulder and take back to
Chistmas? As. the wind comes bring-' Portland, will write later.”
t::e Island, so Mr. Toothaker went
ing the mesislage I hope you will catch;
The many guests of these popular buck to take home with them.
the message.
camps will regret this very much.
Frank L. Gardner, proprietor of back to camp and got H. L. Welch
and George Rcbertscn who were en
joying a smoke by the open fire, to
go back with him, which they did,
and the three men brought the 200pound bear back to camp.

E. R. Johnson and B. G. Royall of
Philadelphia, rounded out a three
Teaks’ stay here with average bags
o( twenty quail daily and an occasion
al woodcock, dove, squirrel and rab
bit. “ Best place I know anything
about,” was Mr. Royall’s comment,
“More territory, easy of access, fine
dogs, good guides, plenty of birds, ex
RANGELEY TAVERN GUESTS ON SNOW SHOES
cellent cover, and—best of all, home
The snow has come and like the The large new log dining room had
comforts at The Carolina with a chef
as knows how to grill ’em to a crisp beautiful mantle of charity we cast not been built but a short time.
over the failings of others, ha.S Tliere was quite a space between
brown.”
covered the dark places of earth the handsome new log office built
R. E. Townsend and Harry Cotton and for the next few months the last year and the old office
and
must
of Boston, H. H. Stambaugh and John jingle jingle of sleigh bells and not those who reach the place
Stambaugh of Youngstown, are among the toot, toot, of the aiuto horns will have feught the fire Mike tigers to
have saved the other camps. We
others who have had fine sport. J. |be heard along our country roadis.
hope the many beautiful trees near
H. Wesson, D. B. Wesson and V. H.
by
were not ruined.
If one has never been at RangeWesson of Springfield, return
for
Prop. Amos Ellis, although not as
ley in winter time they ought to be
their annual visit, bringing their car a guest of the Ran gel ey Tavern young as in the days when he guid
ed Senator William P. Frye and Gen
63 usual.
J. D. Foot of Rye and I. for a few weeks this! season.
S. Robeson of Rochester are among A friend sends me this picture eral Sewell, and rowed them miles
eveiy day over Mooselockmeguntic
those booked for the near future, j of a party of the hotel guests on
From dawn till dusk “ the
joy”—God’s Glorious Open.

D. Ralph A. Hoyt of Fisihkill, N.
Y., was among the early hunters
and with Otis Bean for guide shot
a good many partridges. . His first
deer was not a large one, but was
good for the camp table, and just
before vacation days ended the Doc
tor shot a seven-point buck that he
was very proud of, and the head
will be mounted for his office, a
proof of the Doctor’s skill with a
■rifle in the Maine wro<xls.

up lie was taken by Surprise to
see a big black bear eating beech
nuts under a tree.

bear.”

Bears!
That is a subject Mr.
Toothaker can himself tell a big
story about, but when it was told to
me he was not there, but this is I
think the “ bear fact.’”
Mr. Toothaker had been working
hard, getting things put away in
It is a quiet spot up at Pleasant winter quarters, and one afternoon
thought he would take a little
Island Camps these days!.
Letters received this week from L Hinting all by himself for a change.
The air was crisp and cool and
there, gave me many
interesting
ev emts that I know others will en there was no snow and taking his
rifle, and a few Shells in his pock
joy hearing.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston U. Tooth et, Mr. Toothaker thought he would
aker did net return to their home follow the trail across Deer Mount
in Ridionville until a few days ago, and hoped for a deer to hang in
and there was never a fall when the ice house that night.
Walking quietly up the mountain
such a large number of guests en
joyed woods life at Pleasant Island and just crossing the ridge covered
with beech trees, about half way
as this year.

A party of four gentlemen
from
Lowell, Mass., had a great two
weeks’ hunting trip in November in
the Cupsuptic woods.
They were
Messrs. F. B. Kenney, Freeman M.
Hill, D. J. Macdougal and Frank B.
Strout.
Patrick Casey and George
Robertson were the
guides, who
gathered up the partridge, and
brought the deer back to Pleasant
Island for the party.
When they
went home they were proud of their
six deer, two of them were big bucks
with handsome eight-point antlers.
When Phil Perry, Geo. Robertson,
D. S. Dennett and Miss Arnburg re
turned to Rumford the last of the
hunting, each had a deer they shot
to take with them and they were all
bucks, some with fine antlers.
Mrs. Toothaker has been practic
ing with her rifle this summer and
shot a good pair of deer, and Mr.
Toothaker a spike horn buck, “ but
|bears, not deer count this year.”
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Casey are to
take charge at Pleasant Island this
winter.
They are now cosily and
comfortably settled in the “ winter
camp” and would always
welcome
letters, cards and papers from
friends.
Pat, will cut the ice and
wood for next season and when, the
ice is three feet thick as it al
ways is in January, will move the
camps from Bircihi Island to
the
main land and they will be rebuilt
and furnished for parties who have
already engaged them for another
season, and time is hurrying right
along so fast, it will not be many
months before the winter is1 past
and the steamboat “Cupsuptic” and
the “ Wm. P. Frye” and the “ Flor
ence Barker” are again at Haines
Landing wharf to meet the first
fishermen of 1915.

At Kenmebago, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Grant are spending the winter at
their camp, where the postoffice is
open the year around and if
any
traveler chances to pass that way
they will be sure of a warm camlp
and a good table.
The flag was flying at “ Forestholme” until after Thanksgiving this
year for Mr. and Mr.s. Eugene At
wood remained later than usual be
fore returning to tlieir home in
Stonington, Conn.
To all a pleasant winter of health,
happiness and prosperity, and a re
turn with the birds and flowers to
“ Maine the Play Ground of our Na
tion.”
Fly Rod.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Phillips, Maine

MILE SQUARE

market affords before his customers.
For ail holiday dinners' he has been
able to furnish lettuce, cucumbers
etc., delicacies' not often obtained
Dec. 14.
Clifford Cushman, Frank Hood and at this season, and this Xmas will
Earle Joues of Phillips are working be no exception to this rule.
for Fred Ellsworth cutting birch.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Peary and
EDG AR R. T O O T H A K E R
Mi,sis Ada attended the meeting of
Mr. Toothaker has been in bus
the Pomona Grange at Madrid Thurs
iness atn town for many years and is
day.
M. G. Bubiieir was in Strong Wed noted far carrying a choice line of
groceries.
Everything is always
nesday.
fresh
and
of
the best quality. Pig»
Mrs.. Mary Gleason of Phillips
visited at H. W. Worth,ley’s Thurs nuts, raisins, fruit, etc., can always
be found for the Christmas or New
day.
He has Christinas
Mr.
and. Mrs. Elbniidge Dill of Year’s! dinner.
Phillips were visitors on the Mile post cards and Christmas candy.
Square Friday.
Mrs. Orlando Mardeni and
son,
S E D G E L E Y & CO M P A N Y
Grangie
attended tine
Pomona
Although this company is not es
Grange meeting at Madrid Thurs
pecially prepared with a large as
day.
sortment of Christmas goods, yet
there are many to be seen at this
store.
There are many things suit
able for the men-folks as! well as
the women-folks. Table cloths with
Dec. 14.
napkins to match, tray cloths, gloves,
The C. C. Club held a Christmas handkerchiefs an,d hundred of artic
sale in the Congregational ohiuroh par les that are suitable for gifts in
lor last Satuday.
tli-eir regular stock, as well as the
lor last Saturday.
nick-nacks for Christmas.
Boston for a few months, returned
home Saturday to spend a week
H A LE Y & RUSSELL
with his mother, Mrs. Dora Winter.
Elmer Flagg and wife from Dixfield
This store is; justly celebrated for
spent a few days at T. A. Wyman’s its men’s furnishings and they carry
home last week.
the International clothes, which are
The singing school, which was very popular.
You can do your
taught by Mrs. Perkins, closed Sat whole Christmas
shopping there,
urday evening.
Mrs. Perkins re Their stock is complete with the
turned home Monday.
useful gifts, such as slioes, neck
Mrs. Henry Coburn and sister visit ties, gloves, underwear, sweater^
ed in Farmington one day last week. shirts, mittens, handkerchiefs, etc.

Messrs. Gliidden Parker and Elwin
Webber made a auecessfuil trip to
No. 6 last Monday, returning with
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business M anager two deer, one 8-pointer
belonging
to Parker and a small one the prop
erty of Webber.
OUTING EDITION
pai ? o s ............... .............................. $1.00 per year
Rev. J. P. Barrett of West Far
LOCAL EDITION
mington will speak in the Methodist
12 and 16 p a g e s .................................$1^6 per year
cl lurch Sunday, December 20.
Canadian.LMexican. Cuban and Panama sub
M.iss Bessie Crowell
is
gaining
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
slowly and so she aits up a little
5 cents extra.
A pretty wedding was solemnized
each diay.
Monday evening last, at the home
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
Miss B. M. Crowell of Portland of Mrs. Mabel Hoyt when her young
>09. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
wasi a week end guest of her sist est daughter, Freeda Altliea,, was
,-he A ct of March 3. 1879,
er, Miss* Bessie Crowell.
united in marriage with William Best
Mrs. W. S. Skolfield and daugh- of Portland, Rev. M. S. Hutchins,
ThejMaine ¡Woods thoroughly covers the entire
loCMaine as to,;iIunting. Trapping, Camp- tfr, Missl Wilhedimina are in Bing pastor of the Federated Church of
o g and Outing news, and the Franklin county ham, wlhiere Miss Wilhelmina isih avthis town., performing the ceremony,
cally.
ing electrical treatment for neuritis. using thie ionpresisive double
ring
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
She has been in poor health since service.
and game photographs from its readers.
and it is
When ordering the address o- your paper coming from CaLiioirnia
The wedding was performed
in
banged, pleased 'give the old as well as new thought that her illness may
be in the bay window of the parlor, which
ddress.
a measure due to change of clim was decorated in green and wbiiite
ate.
for the occasion.
The
wedding
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1914
Mrs. Elwin Webber, who lias been
march was played by Miss Beulah Ir
assistant in the Phillips
National win. and the bridal couple attended
Bank for the past four years fin by Miss Carrie Toothaker, a sicthoolished her duties there last Satur mate of the bride, as bridesmaid
day.
It was with much regret
and Happld Best, a brother of the
t: at Messrs. H. H. and D. F. Field
groom, as best man, entered
the
accepted her resignation.
parlor.
Aisle Rollins was quite ill last
The bridie was attired in white net
Tuesday and appendicitis was feared
lace with shadow lace and satin
ut he is more comfortable this
trimmings) and carried a
shower
morning.
bouquet of white sweet peas and
Mrs. George Moody of Tunbridge,
pinks.
The bridesmaid was
be
Vt., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
comingly dressed in pink
Suesine
Lester Bean for a few days. Mrs.
silk trimmed with Shadow lace and
Moody has been the guest of her
her bouquet was pink pinks
and
..arents, in Princeton since Thanks
Saturday, December 12, was one of
pink roses.
giving.
i
the best meetings held by North
After the ceremony refreshments of
A. B. Grover is in very poor health
harlequin ice cream and wedding and
OF T O W N ADVERTIS
O UR O U T
Franklin Grange during the year.
t. ;e present time.
assorted cake wei;e served by the Mis
ERS.
Mrs. E. J. Friend of Skowl>egan
There was a large attendance. The
ses Philomene Bourque, Marguerite
(Continued from page one).
neighboring Granges were well rep i.s with her granddaughter, Mrs. E. Bates, Florence Toothaker, and Carl
At Blaisdell’s in. Farmington yon
can get goods at the present time
resented.
It was election of of B. Currier and will probably remain Whorff and Clifford Cushman.
through the winter.
Many
A large number of guests witnessed P H I L L I P S H A R D W A R E C O M P A N Y it greatly reduced prices.
ficers and the fallowing were elect
Glendon, the little son of Mr. and
things
in
stock
to
make
practical
ed:
Master, Norman Butler; Over Mrs. Charles E. Dill was operated on the ceremony and wished the brida
couple many years of happiness and
Here are skates to delight the boy Christmas gifts, which many people
seer, N. E. Wells; Lecturer, 'Car for appendicitis Tuesday
evening, prosperity.
j «* girl, and are among the articles ire taking advantage of.
rie Adams; Steward, Chester AlLen; Dr. E. B. Currier, Dr. C. W. Bell | Monday noon Mr. and Mrs. Best left suitable for Christmas gifts.
In
A. Steward, C. E. Berry; Chaplain, and Dr. E. C. Higgins performing on the noon train for their home in addition to their extensive sitock of
It will be well to look over ttw
the operation.
Miss Chaplain who Portland which has been furnished for
Mary Dunham; Treas., M. S. Hutch
hardware and supplies tl^fcy are deal stock cf W. D. Quimby of Ramgeky
has been with/ Mrs. Bert Rideout, them by Mrs. Mary A. Best, grand
ers in paint.
Paint your sleigh and before buying elsewhere, as he has
ins; Secy., Clara Franoh; Gate Keep is the nurse.
Report
Wednesday mother of the groom and where a re
make
it
look
as
good as new with a complete line of house furnish-er, Ray Searies; Ceres, Lizzie But night stated that the little fellow ception was held Wednesday evening.
an to glove carriage and sleigh paint. in-gs as well as wearables of all
ler; Pomona, Eleanor Wells; Flora, was getting along well.
The out of town guests were Miss Anyone can paint with this paint. All kinds.
The staple goods
make
Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O. O. F. Mollie Best, Harold Best, J. A. Wright,
Lizzie Allien; L. A. Steward, Louisa
suitable presents, and bis line is
colors.
#
is planning to have a roll call soon Mrs. C. A. Beane and Master Charles
complete.
You will find prices low
Berry.
and lias
invited
Hope
Rebekah Frank Blunt of Portland, and Mr. S. D.
c. h . M cK e n z i e t r a d i n g
c o . and will profit by making a visit to
A recess1 was declared until 2 o’ Lodge to join them.
The date lias McKenney, Farmington.
his store.
clock for dinner, when all marched lot yet been set.
The wedding gifts:
Tine windows at the
McKenzie
“ Viill you not be ashamed by yourMr. and Mrs. D. T. Harnden, old ivto the dining room above, where a
C.
E. Dyer of Strong always
store are noted for their
artistic
Fielf
mat two wives alreaty?” Freda ory sugar bowl and cream; Mr. and
bountiful dinner was in waiting,
i window dressing.
The windows are knows what will please for the holi
i i “ Brown’s in Town.’’
Mrs. Frank Hodgman, sugar bowl and
1nut a reflection of the interior. Con day trade and has made his usual
bountiful dinner wasi in waiting and
Tl ere will be a-Christmas tree at creamer; Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Beane, cut
spicuous among the others is the i choice selection this year. Besides
A fine literary program was car the Winship schoolhouse Christmas glass sugar bowl and creamer; Mr. and
table loaded with china and other his stork of toilet goods, perfumes,
ried out under the direction of Sist night, Friday, and a cordial invita- Mrs. D. R. Ross, old ivory salad bowl; quality of dishes, where one can al etc., you can find books, leather
ti n is extended to everyone.
I Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Hammond, old ivgoods, writing sets, cigar sets, smok
ers Addle Parker, Bertha Chandler,
Hope Rebekah Lodge has nominat- ory mayonaise set; Miss Irwin and Miss ways! find something suitable and
Ada Sweetser, Berta Holt.
It wa« ed the following officers for the Miller, old ivory celery tray; George pleasing for the wife or mother. ing sets, stationery, and Christmas
candies.
late when the meeting closed, but naming year:
Mamie Noble,
N. Morton, old ivory cake plate; Mr. and They also have a large stock of toys,
games,
dolls,
etc.
all returned to their homes feeling G.; Elthea Davenport,, V. G.; Berta Mrs- Dana Aldrich, cake plate; Mrs.
Charles W. Norton lies put in a
F. Albert Fuller and daughter Irene, old
that It was a day well spent. The Holt, see.; Lettice Hamden,
G EO R G E B E A N
large stock of Columbia Grafonofae
sec.; Eva, Toothaker, treas.; Ever-i ivory cake plate; Mrs. G. M. Cushman,
Master, Effie Graffam, will attend
and Columbia di^c records at bis
eit Holt, Fred Davenport and Chas. old ivory cake plate; Floyd Reed, cake
A grocery store is an attractive piano warerocms on Church street
the State Grange, which meets in Ciand ler, trustees!
plate; Herbert, and Berilla MeKenzie,
place at Christmas time, for the and will deal in this line of talking
Lewiston this week.
Give your orders for Christmas spoon tray; Mrs. J. W. Brackett and
dinner figures largely in the pleas machines with Ms piano business.
Miriam
Brackett,
sandwich
tray;
Alton
wreathes to the Camp Fire Girls
and they will be delivered to you. and Ada Pease, hand painted vases; ures of the the day, and Bean is No-tlwng more pleasing than a few
FEDERATED CHURCH
up-to-dlate in placing the best the new records for your machine!.
1) cents each, made of evergreens Miss Phyllis Bourque, sugar bowl; Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Leavitt, berry spoon:
and tied with red ribbon.
.
,, in Mr.
and
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pas
Don t miss the Comedy
three
| Mrs. Lucian Warren, berrv
^
in
.
, T . . tt ii
spoon; Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Parker,
tor.
acts at Lambert Hall next Saturday..;
’ , ..
’
Mr. and Mrs. Glidden Parker, berry
Carefully selected local tal
Calendar for week ending Decem ngiht.
spoon; Miss Lura H. Dennison and
ent.
Two and one-half hours of
ber 26.
Class of '14, pie knife; Charlie, Lillian
the
most
laughable
situations.
High
Sunday, Dec. 20: 10.45—Morning
and Carrie Toothaker, butter knife and
See Ad. for east of
worship.
Christmas sermon, ‘The school benefit.
sugar shell; Mrs. E. B. Whorff and son
New King.”
12.10— Sunday school. characters.
Carl, cold meat fork; Mr. and Mrs. Le
The Social Sendee club will meet
7 30—People’s service.
Music by
on Wilbur, one half dozen coffee spoonschoral club.
Address,
“ Belgium in the Parish House Tuesday, De- Bruce Davenport, hand mirror; Mrs.
ember 22 at 2 o’clock.
A full at- Emma Raymond> bon bon dish> Mar_
the Land of Art.”
Our stock of Games, Toys, Dolls, Books,
tendance
is
desired
as
an
import- guerite Bates, HaZen Sweetser, oneThursday, Dec. 24: 7.30—Prayer
ant money question- is to be brought half dozen fruit knives; Miss Edith
meeting.
is waiting your inspection.
before the meeting.
Hunter, cheese knife; Ardine Kinnev,
Both the boys and the girls’ one ba]f dozen teaspoons; Mr. and Mrs.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL C H U R C H basket ball team were defeated last p. B. Davenport and family, towels;
week; the former at Rumford, Dec. Mrs. E. H. Shepard, guest towel; MisNEW
FANCY
11,
with
a
score
of
48
to
13,
and
the
ses
Gladys
and
Ruth
Morton,
guest
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
NECKWEAR
girls later at Farmington, Dec. 12, Itowels; Mrs. Emma Miner, Turkish
BASKETS
Sunday, Dec. 20.— Sermon 10.45, with the score 18 to 5.
Better luck towel; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Toothaker,
Including thenew“ PusRev. J. P. Barrett, West Farming- la^erstand cloth and dresser scarf; S. D.
We have just received
sy Willow” Cords, Fan
ton.
Sunday school 12.
Junior
School closes Dec. 18, for a vaca- McKenney: one dozen linen napkins;
a new lot.
Collars and Bouquets
League 3. Epworth League 7. “ The tion of two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam ana son
Most Beautiful Birthday Song.” Lead
Reynold, one half dozen teaspoons; Mr.
er, Mrs!. Williis Hardy. Prayer and
and Mrs. Clifford Cushman, nut set
T O O UR C O R R E S P O N D E N T S
praise service 7.30.
Seward Hoyt, parlor clock; Mrs. W. B.
Mid-week service, Thursday, Dec.
Maine Woods plans to go to press Hoyt, soup and cream ladle, hand made
24, 7.30.
on Wednesday of next week with pin cushion and doily, pocket book con
the local edition and Thursday wiith taining $20.
Tine inward effects of humors are the outing, so that the employeesi
worse than the outward.
They en can have Christmas, and also
to
danger the whole system.
Hood’s give the advertisers a little more
Sarsaparilla, eradicates all humors, time to sell tbeiir goods after read
cures all their inward and outward ing Maine Woods. We slhail apprec
PH IL LIP S, M A IN E
effects.
It is the great alterative iate it if our correspondents will
and tomiio, lwho.se merit has been send their copy early, not later than
everywhere established.
Monday night.

BEST-H0YT

WEDDING

Phillips Young Lady Weds Port
land Man.

WELD

ELECTIONS FOR
1915 BY GRANGE

Picnic Dinner and Program Enjoyed
by Members and Numerous
Visitors

READY FOR XMAS SHOPPERS

Only Six More Shopping
Days To Christmas

SHOP EARLY AND GET THE BEST ASSORTMENT

J

N eck S carfs of L ace and Silk, 50c. to $2.50
L e a th e r W rist B ags from 50c. to $2.50

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.

M A IN E
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WEST NEW VINEYARD

to build a diminutive house to enable
Ralph McLaughlin.
him better to ascertaic if these plans
Mrs. Fred McLaughlin of Phillips!
were best worked out according to his
cent a ward in advance. No headline or
was a recent visitor of Mrs. W. F.
jft'rdwplHy. Subject" in a. b. c. order
EDSON BURTON WHITNEY.
i ideas.
Dec. 14.
Sweetser and Mrs. Ralph McLaugh
“ Ed,” as he was familiarly known
School in tine Hardy district clos lin.
The friends and acquaintances of by his friends, was of a very ambitious ed December 11, after a very success
There will be a C hristmas ent erf()R SALE—Edison Dictating
utae
Edson Burton Whitney, formerly of nature and to this fact can be attrib ful term of 13 weeks, taught by Misis tain-men t at th e
schooll louse
on
e'iue. In first class condition. Inthis town, were greatly shocked and uted his early death. He was generally Ruth Turner.
Teacher and ipupils Christmas evening,
All are most
at Main© Woods office.
saddened to learn of his death at the liked by all who knew him and though gave an entertainment Friday even cordiaiily invited.
Dickinson-Cooley hospital in Florence, sometimes slow in the choice of his in ing, which was enjoyed
by the
RANTED—Two Holstein heifers or Mass., of oedema of the lungs at 1.30 timate friends, a friendship once parents and young people.
R E S O L U T IO N S OF R E S P E C T
Joe Turner had the misfortune to
young cows.
Due to freshen in a. m., Thursday morning, Dec. 3, aged formed was a lasting one. His devotionjto his mother while living was well be thrown from his wagon.
The
spring. Ralph McLaughlin,
East 44 years, 7 months and 18 days.
Whereas, at the summons of the
Mr. Whitney had had a hard summer worthy of example and his loyalty to horse backed up in such a manner
Madrid.
Farmers’ phone 27-24.
Supreme Grand Master, a kind and
in his drug store, dispensing with the his father, brother and sisters since as to trample on Mr. Turner’s
beloved member of this Rebekah
services of a clerk and working early her decease will ever be held sacred in shoulders and gave him a general
Lodge has been transferred from this
and late to accomplish his duties, and their memory. Mr. Whitney was un bruising.
Dr. Bell was summoned earthly home to a haven of rest in
was not in his usual good health when married.
at once, but found no bones broken, tire great beyond,
he was called home the last of Septem
Much sympathy is expressed for the a’ though it was; a narrow escape.
Resolved: That it is but just in.
Dec. 14.
ber by the severe illness and later the aged father, now 81 years of age, and
William Faiirwell of Augusta is memoriam of our sister, Sarah Ells
JÜ8B Muriel Toothaker spent the death of his only brother, Wilson Clark the four sisters, Miss Emma L. Whit visiting at Joe Turner’s a
few worth to say that we mourn for one
week end *witli her teacher, Miss Whitney. He was utterly unprepared ney of Lewiston, Mrs. Lionel T. Allen weeks.
who was in every way worthy of
gille Phillips at her home near Mt. for the change that he could only too of Strong, Mrs. Georgia Masterman
Owen Record, who has been work our respect and affection.,
plainly discern in the poor sick brother, and Miss Celia C. Whitney of Phillips, ing in Lewiston and Auburn has re
Blue.
Resolved:
That wre extend out sym
Mr. Toothaker of Rangeley is visit- as only a few weeks before he had who will ever mourn the ioss of a true turned home.
pathy
to
the
husband in his afflic
He will also be
his eon., Maurice T. Toothaker passed two weeks with him in Florence, son and brother.
The skating on Porter Lake is tion,
and
the
shock
of
this
death
his
physi
greatly missed by a large circle of fine and much enjoyed by the young
¡or a few days.
Resolved: That our charter be
cian stated undoubtedly hastened his friends in this town as well as the town
folks of Strong and New' Vineyard.
The children
in the Cushman
draped fcr thirty days, these resolu
own. He contracted a cold helping in which he was located.
Esther Savage, who came
home tions be sent to the husband of our
R'iool are very busy
preparing an care for his brother nights and was un
Funeral services were conducted by from Farmington to spend Saturday dear sister, that they be entered
;3tortair.mejit and Christmas tree able in his weakened condition from
it be held at the schoolroom, Dec. overwork to combat with such. He Charles F. Chandler at the home of his and Sunday with her parents, Mr. upon the records of the Lodge and
father and sisters in Phillips Sunday and Mrs. J. F. Savage, was unable a copy sent to the Maine Woods
15.
was taken ill the first day of November afternoon, Dec. 6, at l p .m ., Rev. M.
io go back to school on account of fcr publication.
Dana Blodgett of Rangeley visited and two weeks later was carried to a
S. Hutchins tenderly addressing the sickness.
Committee on Resolutions, Eva N.
it F. A. Phillipe’ last Saturday.
% private hospital in Easthampton but bereaved family.
The pall hearers
Dorothy Allen is! on the sick list. Toothaker, Emma Greemvood, Maud
could
only
be
persuaded
to
remain
four
Perley Phillips and Miss Hazel
were Proctor Smith, Frank Davis, Na
We E. Reedy.
days, as he had planned for a 30th anni thaniel Steward and Frank Hodgman, Dr. Pratt is in attendance.
Sargent spent Sunday at his home.
versary sale of his life in the drug busi brother Odd Fellows, and 26 members hope for her speedy recovery.
Floyd Whitney is working for C.
George Parker of South Braintree,
ness on Nov. 3d, and had his sign and of Mt. Saddleback Lodge, No. 92, I. O.
R E S O L U T IO N S OF R E S P E C T
f. Crocker.
advertising flyers printed and his coun O. F., of this town attended the serv Mass., who is visiting his daughter,
Frank King has moved hits fam- ters arranged for the same.
Mrs. A. S. Merrill returns home
Mr.
Whereas, the hand of providence
^ into the hooise belonging to Mrs. Whitney reopened his store Nov. 20th, ices in a body, escorting the remains to Monday, the 14th.
has removed from our midst Sister
Evergreen
cemetery
where
the
ritual
jura Allen and is cutting wood but the cold and dampness from its be
Mary Scamman Phillips,
istic service of the order was given and
torArth ur Storer.
ing closed for nearly thrbe weeks only the body of the brother, who was a
Resolved: By her death this Lodge
hastened a relapse which came on Mon member o f Nonotuck Lodge, No. 61, of
has sustained a deep loss, the com
day morning, Nov. 30th, yet he was in Northampton, Mass., “ committed to
munity a valued friend,
the store the day before and worked its last resting plate and his spirit to
Resolved: That we extend our syn
Dec.
14.
until late in the evening. Miss Celia the One who gave it. ”
husband our deepest sympathy, and
Rev. Whitcomb of Bangor preach
C. Whitney of Phillips, his youngest
The floral tributes were profuse and ed a very interesting sermon at the assure him that the memory of our
sister,
was
telegraphed
for
and
left
dear sister remains with- us,
Dec. 14.
beautiful, a list of which follows: Panel Union church Sunday.
Tuesday noon, Dec. 1, arriving in Flor
Resolved:
That our chapter be
On Sunday night came the first
daybreak carnations, “ Asleep,” G. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lishness liar
ence at 7 a. m. Wednesday morning.
mm storm since Nov. 19. It aver
Whitney; pillow, “ Brother,” four sis taken rent in Merrill Balter’s house. draped for thirty days, a copy of
When she found his condition was seri
these resolutions be sent to the
ted from 10 to 11 inches.
ters; white carnations, Mrs. F. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harris have
ous she had him removed from the ho
husband of our sister, that they be
The deer hunters are making the tel where he was boarding and where Sweetser, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Stew moved into F. E. Harris’ rent.
entered upon the records of
this
ard,
Farmington;
pink
and
white
car
aoet of the recent snow fall, for he had a male attendant night and day,
Mrs. Lillian Nickels has gone to
Lodge and a copy sent to the
nations,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elgin
Sweetser,
dose time is near at hand.
South Windham, where she lias en
to the hospital and though every atten
Maine Woods for publication.
Farmington; boquet daybreak carna gaged to teach.
The people of this village are an tion was given him he lapsed into a
Committee cn Resolutions, Eva N.
tions, Mrs. George Sedgeley; wreath
Pearl Smith of Industry has been
ticipating a grand Christmas celeb state of coma, the lungs filled and the
of chrysanthemums, carnations and visiting his sister, Mrs. Blanche Sea- Toothaker, Emma Greenwood, Maud
ration, as it is expected that the end came without his ever regaining
E. Beedy.
roses, Mrs. Annie Gilbert, Mrs. C. E. vey.
ipper Madrid people will unite with consciousness for only a moment at a
Fuller, Auburn, Mrs. Donald Fraser,
School opened again the 7th with
time.
Miss Whitney left Florence
them.
Waterville, aunt and cousins of the de
N O T IC E OF A N N U A L M E E T IN G
Miss Flora Hunt as teacher.
Thursday afternoon with the remains,
ceased; panel pink and white carna
W. E. Whitney h:<s a fine display
arriving in Phillips Friday noon, De
tions, Nonotuck Lodge, No. 61, North
Phillips National Bank
of Christmas and holiday, goods.
cember 4.
ampton, Mass.; panel daybreak and
Preparations
are
being
made
for
Edson Burton Whitney was the old white carnations, Miss Alice S. John
The annual meeting of the stock
est son of George S. and the late Lucy son, Northampton, Miss May S. Beach, a Christmas tree and entertainment
holders
of the Phillips National Bank
at
the
Union
church.
Dec. 15.
Sweetser Whitney and was born in Florence, Mass.; panel daybreak car
for the election of directors and the
The district school wiW d ose tlrfsi Phillips, Maine. April 15, 1870. He re- nations and asparagus, Prof. J. Arthur
transaction of any other business
*eek on Friday.
The next
day |ceived his early education in the schools Stacy, Lewiston; pink and white car
that may legally come before them,
'.here will be a Christmas tree and ! of this town, later attending the Phil- nations, Miss Sarah Huston, Portland;
will be held at their banking house
tttertainraent at the sohoolhouse at j lips Classical Institute, which was held panel daybreak carnations, Mr. and
on Tuesday, January 12, 1915, at 2
1 p. m., to which all are cordially j in the old townhouse.
Mrs. R. H. Preble, R. H. Trecartin;
Deci 14.
o ’clock in the afternon.
When only 14 years of age he entered panel daybreak carnations, W. H. Cas
avfted.
Miss Hattie Emery is Spending j
H. H. Field.
Mrs. William True is in Phillips the drug store of W. A. D. Cragin, well, Miss Blanche Kenniston; white a few weeks in Portland, the guest
Phillips, Me., Dec. 10, 1914.
which is now occupied by R. H. Preble, chrysanthemums, Mrs. B. A. Tirrell,
l order to be with her daughter,
and remained with Mr. Cragin until Livermore Falls; boquet narcissus and while there of her cousin, Mrs. Al
vbo recently underwent an opera
1889 when he went to Boston and se ferns, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cronkhite; ton Emery.
tion.
The North New Portland Grange
cured a position with S. I. Patten. piuk roses, H. H. and D. F. Field; day
For the past week the ice on the I Later he was in the ehiploy of Dr. A.
We have several fine specimens of
will
hold their annual siale at Music
break carnations, Charles A. Berry;
fiver has been safe for skating and G. Trafton at 500 Tremont street, Bos
A
grand young native deer which we offer for
white carnations, Mr. and Mrs. C. M hall on December 22.
aany have availed themselves of ton, for 12 years, after which he was |fjoyt; boquet daybreak carnations, Mr. ball will he held in the evening, sale at $25 each, delivered to express
company.
the opportunity.
A
employed at Epstein’s and still later and Mrs. A. A. Jacobs; boquet narcis^ music by Towne’s orchestra.
Address Inquiries to
G. A. Johnson and son Montford re went to Charlestown, Mass., as assist- j sus and ferns, Mrs. Lucy Brackett; baked bean supper will be served.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game,
cently made a trip to Canton, bring ant drug clerk for William Dodge. He i white carnations, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Cordial invitât'on to all.
Augusta,
Maine
ing Master Stillman Johnson back attended a night school in Boston, in ! Whitney; white carnations, Mrs. E. B.
Miss Jennie Adams is the guest
addition to his daily duties, and finally Whorff.
dth them.
of her brother and sister, Mr. and
Miss, Della Steward, who has been passed the Massachusetts Board of
The death of Mr. Whitney seems pa Mrs. A. H. Adams.
Edward Gould is cutting wood
^ployed as waitress at Strong Registration, receiving his degree as a thetically sad and doubly hard for the
Alive, .unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
Hotel during the summer is spend registered pharmacist Dec. 1st, 1903. relatives to bear, coming as it did just for O. B. Holbrook.
named
animals at all times of year. Write or
During his course of study and clerk
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Janes and wire wl at you have tn offer, stating lowest
ing the winter at Cyrus Campbell’s.
eight weeks to a day from the death
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
work he was handicapped by serious
Cyrus and Leslie Campbell are at trouble with his eyes, caused from an and burial of the other son and brother. Master Ardene were the guests of me for prices and informalion before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
We quote from Chrrles J. Swain’s Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones Sunday.
Tork with the surveyors who have accident by sticking a wooden pitchDover, Maine
poem, “ Home,” the deceased always
Mrs. Bertha Emery is dm Lewiston Tel. 64.15
'"■an sun'eying Langtown.
fork tine in one eye and which trouble
having so much love for his home and tills week, a -delegate to State
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
i was not benefitted by his close atten
dear ones:
Grange.
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURS IF
tion to work and study, and these kept
Mrs. Cora Clank is gaining from OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
i him from getting registered as soon as “ Home’s not merely four square walls,
bottle we give a written guarantee,
Though with pictures hung and gilded; her recent operation.
|he otherwise would have been. In
and if not satisfied your money will be
Home
is
where
effeetion
calls,
H.
A.
Emery
is',
cutting
wood
for
returned. We must please you or lose
i April, 1904, he desired to enter into a
Filled
with
shrines
the
heart
hath
A. H. Adams.
money.
business for himself and on learning of
builded!
J. P. Butts and wife were the 5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
a drug store stock for sale in Florence,
g u n s and
guests of Mr. and Mrs.. W. B. Clark BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
Mass., went there and purchased of Home! Go watch the faithful dove,
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
f i s h * r o o s
Sailing
’
neath
the
heaven
above
us;
Sunday.
Thomas Roche the one he was running
BACK.
________
Home
is
where
there’
s
one
to
love!
Mrs. Sophia Quint is gaining slowN y e is the great at the time of his death and which he
ANIMAL
ATTRACTOR
Home is where there’s one to love us! ly from her recent operation.
opened on April 16, 1904, successfully
est authority on refined oils in the
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
Rev. and Mrs. L. Hutchins are the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm
conducting an up to date drug business “ Home’s not merely root and room,
worTd. He was the first bottler; has
in poor health..
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
for himself for more than ten years,
It needs something to endear it;
largest business and
Mr. and Mrs. Ehen Carsley visit etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
lie was methodical in his work and very Home is where the heart can bloom,
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
isthe best oil he has ever made.
careful and painstaking in the com
Where there's some kind lip to cheer ed relatives in North New Portland
For
luring
muskrats only. Price (100Friday.
pounding of his prescriptions. He was
it!
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Mrs. Louisie Jones and Mrs, Clara
always courteous to everyone and had |What is home with none to meet,
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
a smile for each and all who entered
None to welcome, none to greet us: Nutting are working in the novelty
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
Beware of scented mixtures called
his store, and the same efficiency and Home is sweet—and only sweet—
mill at New Portland.
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
popularity which came in the beginning
When there’s one we love to meet
'there a light oil is needed. It pre
TRAIL SCENT
sents rust and gives perfect lubrica of his trade followed him through his
us!”
For making iraiis to and from sets.
tion. «
entire work, thus winning many friends
Very powerful odor. Economical to
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
tour firearms and your rod. You will i in any section where he made his resi
Part of Them She Didn’t Like.
3 Bottles $2 50
6 Bottles $5.00
findit by far the best. Hardware and jj dence.
My little niece, Beatiice, aged four,
Dec. 14.
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Mr. Whitney had planned to sell his was fond of little round sausage cakes.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Albert Cofl'ren was a guest of MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
stock of goods in the spring, retire One morning the link sausages were
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
’•ntrial sizes at 10 c. Made by
from his work for a time and return to served instead. Beatrice refused them his sister in Bowdoinham a few TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.
Phillips for a much needed rest. He indignantly. “Why, Bee,’’ said her days recently.
George Coomb-s and Charlie Mc
had also drawn and completed plans for mother, “ I thought you loved sau
New Bedford, Maes.
a house to be built on the site of bis sage?” ‘ I do,” replied B. “I love them, Laughlin of Turner were guests one
day last week of Mr.
and
Mrs.
old home, and had even gone so far as but not the tails.”—Exchange.
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LIVE DEER FOR SALE

FOXES W AN TED

William F.
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NYOIL

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.

MILE SQUARE

WM. F. NYE,

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
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GEN. ELLIOTT C.
DILL PROMOTED
Friiend® of Gen. Elliott C. Did
who a year ago resigned liis position
as adjutant general of the state of
Maine to acceipt that of assistant
sales', manager of the United States
Cartridge Co., with an office in Bos
ton, will be gratified to learn that he
has been promoted to the position of
sales manager of the company with
headquarters in New York City. 1

NATIONAL BIRD
RESERVATIONS

WAIMEA VALLEY, KAUAI.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 7.—The
AUGUSTA HUNTERS RETURN
annualt report of the Bureau of BioHawaiian waters has not been given Ujj side of the Island of Hawaii, is I
logical Survey of the U. S. Depart
publicity both locally and on the main another center of important game f sh !
A p arty c f A ugu sta li untens in w hieh ment of Agriculture contains the fol
r.g; this place was long the summer
land.
residence of the ancient
Hawaiian were W. S. Knowles, Lee Ayers, E. lowing statement with regard to Nat
From an angler’s standpoint, no
c iefs, whose time was largely devot ¡1. Tillscn, Ray Til Ison and H. W. ional I}ird Reservations:
ISLAND FIS HING GROUNDS
more perfect spot in the world can
Two national bird reservations ¡have
ed to fishing along this shore, where Greeley cf North Augusta have re
be imagined than Hawaii.
The Is- j
perfect water can be found for a dis turned from their annual hunting trip been established by Executive order
land waters teem with game fish of, A greater number of offshore fish in tance of fifty miles. Swordfish, ulua, jin the neighborhood cf Lake Moxie
during the past year—Anaho Island,
great variety and size.
When one j banks, shoals, reefs and channels are tuna, bonito and dolphin are plentiful Iand all brought back seme of the iu northwestern. Nevada, and Smith
considers that the fisili of these islands located in close proximity to all the in. these waters; some fine catches of spoils of the chase, Mr. Knowles, E Island, in Washington—making to
were first officially recorded as early j Islands; these fishing grounds, in an-j
game fish have also been taken off IT- Tillson and Mr. Greeley getting ] <jate a total of 65 reservations.
as 1782 by Broussionet from specimens cient times, were apportioned by the
Conditions on most of the important
the Puna Coast and -the waters conti two deer -each, while Ray Tillson and
obtained during Captain Cook’s third1King among his principal warrior
bird reservations during the past yeai
guous to Hilo on the Island of Hawaii. Lee Aver si brou "lit one each.
voyage to Hawaii and that the United ' chiefs., retaining, however, a con
have been favorable.
states Fish Commission have already j siderable number for his own food
MOSQUITO INLET, FLORIDA—An
described 447 distinct species of fish |supply and sport. The town of Laexperiment in feeding waterfowl at
belonging to the region of the Hawaii-, hainn, situated near the
northwest
this reservation was- made early in
enl slands, exclusive of deepsea fislh,; point of the Island of Maui, once th
the spring in an endeavor to induce
embracing a large number of the giantj Captial of the Kingdom, was mernorbirds to remain on the
reservation
mackerels such as the swordfish, tuna, able in pari history as a favorite
where they' would be undisturbed. 1
ocean bonito and albacore, it is sur place of the Maui sovereigns, more
quantity of sihelled corn and ether
prising that the excellent s-port of particularly on account of its celeb rat-;
food was placed in the water by the
ed
fishing
grounds.
As
many
as
150
|
game fishing with rod and reel in
warden, and while the experiment
was not carried far enough to fully
determine its efficacy, the reports
indicate that feeding earlier in the
season and on a larger scale
will
probably prove successful.
NIOBRARA, N.EBR.,—On this reser
vation 24 Chinese ring-neck pheasants
were placed, which were obtained
from the Oregon fish and game com
mission; and 12 Canadian wild geese
secured in the vicinity of Charleston,
Mo., where the birds are raised chief
ly for live decoys.
PELICAN ISLAND, FLA.,—An ex
traordinary phenomenon on the Pel
ican Island Reservation, following an
unusually early nesting, was the de
sertion of young birds by their par
ents before they were able to care
for themselves. Investigations failed
to give a satisfactory solution of the
cause of this singular action upon the
part of the parent birds.
Pelicans
are usually devoted parents.
ROYAL PALM AVENUE
FORRESTER ISLAND, ALASKA.At this reservation the bureau main
Other fishing grounds are at Waiman
tain ed regular warden service as *n
! ale and Kailua Bay, on the Island of
former years, during the fishing sea
Calm and at Waimea and Hanalei Bay
son, to prevent disturbance of bird
cn the Island of Kauai.
life.
Co-operation here between the
Bureau of Fisheries and the National
Word received from Greenville,
Association of Audubon Societies re
IF YOU LO SE YOUR W I F E H A V E Monday, a week, by Gen. Passenger sulted in the first investigation of
Agent Houghton of the B. & A., is
the economic relations of
various
Y O U R DOG FIND H E R .
to the effect that the big lake, which
species of birds on the island, with
;s cue of the very' last in Maine to
particular reference to tlieir feeding
yield to the influences of approaching on fish.
When you forget just where you winter, closed Sunday night and all
A novel and Important feature in
promised to meet your wife just have lake traffic cn Mcosehead is thus at
connection with reservations has bee®
COCOAN JT GROVE
This
the family dog called in and he’ll help an end for the 1914 season.
the taking of moving pictures of bird
vast
siheet
of
water,
40
miles
from
you.
This is the prescription indors
life.
Permits to “ hunt with
the
end to end and 13 miles across at
whaling vessels, during the oM-time ed by Mark E. Brown of Manchester, its widest point, offers a magnifi camera” are granted only after eggs
have hatched, and operators are al
whaling days, have been in. this har- N. H., who was homeward bound after cent sjpectacle when frozen
over
bor at one time.
Some seven miles ajQ exciting sojourn in New York. He which some, at least of its inhabi lowed to work only when accompan
ied by a warden, in order that
west of Lahaina, across the
Auau i .
. . ,.
_ .
„
__ , ,
,
,
_,
, ¡stopped at the Prince George Hotel tants, fail to appreciate for a time. the birds may not be unduly disturb
Channel, a stretch of deep blue lee
These are they who are marooned
ed.
The three reservations visited
water, twenty miles long, lies the Is -!aDt* a sbor^ time before train time re
by the freezing, until after ten days
for this purpose were Malheur Lake
End of Lanai, noted for its yellowtai1 membered that his wife had asked hi
or a fortnight, the ice becomes firm
axd Klamath Lake, Oregon, and Clear
tuna, albacore and a species of king- to call for her at a Herald square enough for travel.
From then until
Lake, Cal.
fish.
To the southwest of Lanai is i department store.
spring there is abundant traffic over
tiie Island of Kahoolawe,
connected
;ts surface and, after the first of
-with Maui by the smooth waters of! The ticketc were b0IUglht’ together
February, considerable ice fishing.
1
with
accommodations
on
the
train,
the Kealaika! iki Channel fifteen mile
Should there now come a severely
wide, and also Molokini Island, three and other arrangements had been cold spell, the time of isolation for
miles to the westward of Kahoolawe. made for a shooting trip. Suddenly
ike residents on its borders will be
! The Japanese fishermen make regula Mr. Brown thought of his fox terrier, materially shortened.
Gyp.
He
knew
that
the
dog
could
trips in their sampans from Honolulu
to these channels, some eighty miles' cover ground far faster than he and miimiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiuiiKiiiiiiiHiitfliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii
distant, returning with large catches that if he took the dog in an automo
Especially when the crust
of fish to that market. Pailolo Channel bile to several of the large departmen
is the crisp, flaky, tender
to
between the Island of Maui and Molo stores Gyp could run around to find
kind that William T e ll
makes—the digestible, whole
kai, is another excellent
fishing Mrs. Brown. According to Mr. Gut- §
some crust that brings every
ground for large game fislh and within t.erson, assistant manager of the
434 Congress St.,
one back for a second piece.
easy access of Lahaina.
In many Prince George, Gyp discovered his
&
rr.*
stress
waiting
outside
the
door
of
| PORTLAND, MAINE |
They like
cake
respects the Island of Maui, on which
just as well, and
Lahaina is situated, is the most in a large department store at Thirty- | Erected in 1911, and positively the only 1
bread, biscuits and muffins.
A disordered stomach brings
Fireproof Hotel in the City
teresting island of the Hawaiian group third street and Broadway.
many ills. For Go years.
| Elevator Service. Private and Public |
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
to the traveller.
It combines in
Mr. Brown had told the dog to find | Baths and every convenience for the. com- 1
Wheat and a special process of
probably greater degree the natural her, and Gyp did so in time for Mr. | fort of jruests includingmilling obtainable only in
has proven a never-failing remedy
characteristics and attractions of aU and Mrs. Brown to catch the
train. j HOT AND COLD RUNNING |
for ‘ ‘sick” stomachs and digestive
(27)
the islands than any other single one Mr. Guttenson declared that the dog | W ATER AND LOCAL AND
i
complaints.
Hartfand, Me.
Its wide range of climate, caused by daslued from one door to another and | LONG
DISTANCE TELE1
“ My husband’s stomach troubled him badly. H e could not eat, and prescriptionsJail
tiie varying conditions of rainfall and when at last he saw Mrs. Brown, lie | PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
ed to help him. He tried 'I,. F. Atwood’S
by altitude rising gradually from the caught her skirt in his teeth and led | SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED I
Medicine, and was greatly improved be
fore he had taken three bottles.
sea to over 10,000 feet in the extinct her to the waiting automobile in which | FEATURING PO ; ULAR PRICE MENUS I
[signed] Mrs.J. R. Lary
Prevent sickness by keeping your sys
crater of Haleakala—the largest in th« Mr. Brown was seated.
M r. Brown | American Plan $2.50 per day, upward i
tem toned up with ‘ L. F ’ Atwood’s
| European Plan $1,00 per day, u p w a r d !
Medicine.
Druggists Big Bottle
world—makes it one of the most de sent a telegram to Mr. Gutterson tell § L e tte r ! o f Inquiry rrea rd in «: rates e t c ., p rom ptly anaw erod 5
35c. Sample Bottle Mailed FREE,
C . H . M c K e n z ie T r a d i n g C o .,
lightful spots anywhere to be found. ing of the cleverness) of the fox | H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN, |
L. F.” M edicine Co.
Portfind, Me.
Phillips, Maine.
\.
P roprietor«,
Kailua in the district of Kona, on the terrier.
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mast traverse extensive areas in the ptarmigan,
shore birds:, and water
ix x :
x>c
dcx:
D<Z>C
> o c
course of his work, frequently under fowl should begin On August 15 inthe most adverse conditions. T ie per- stead of September 1, as these birds
sonnel of the game-protection service' have generally taken, flight for south is excellent; the wardens are dililge t ern regions before ti e latter date; that
and endeavor at all times to enforce p j 0 unty for killing wovles be proSome of the Alaska game laws as tlie law and regulations with judge- vidod, in order to exterminate these
Thousands of animals, which are rapidly destroying
complied by J- F- A - Strong of Jun meut and fdelity.
eau, governor of Alaska, October 1, miles are traveled during the year t e deer of southeastern Alaska.
by land and water, in steamers
and
Under the operation of ti e game
191C
by the
The first lew for the protection of small boats, and cn fact, on horse- law all moneys received
game is Alaska was approved June 7, ¡hack, and by dog team, and not in- j governor’s office fcr the issuance of
This act was imperfect in frequently the wardens must carry, hunting licenses, shipping permits,
macy important particulars, and, al- tents, food, and the usual impediment Und guide licenses are covered cllliiougli it was liberally amended in ta wdien off the frequented routes of rectly into the United States Treas
ury, the total receips for the fiscal
1908, many of the incongru ties and travel.
During the past year there have year being $4,550.
ancniaies were suffered to remain.
Tley are still there, and the recom been a number of successful prosecu
A M E N D M E N T S SUGGESTED
mendations that have been made tions of persons charged with the
¿join time to time having .for tlieir unlawful killing of moose and cari
A number of amendments to the
object the enactment of a simple but bou in interior Alaska and cf deer
practical game law suited to the con and goats in the southeastern and game law were also suggested in the
report c f this,' office for the fiscal
ditions obtaining in the different geo- ; southwestern sections,
year 1913, among them the following,
gjpiiical and climatic divisions of
Alaska have proved unavailing.
The R E L A T I V E A B U N D A N C E OF G AM E which, if enacted, would greatly aid
in the administration of the law and
maintenance of wild life requires the
combined wisdom and activities of all
From reports received at this of the preservation of the game of
These are again submitted
interested persons. The preservation fice frem the game wardens and Alaska.
0{ die game arjmaLs and birds of Alasr other persons it may be stated that for your consideration:
ta is therefore a matter that properly the number of game animals is not
Section 5 provides that “ it slhall
belongs to the Territorial Legislature. diminishing in Alaska, with the ex- be unlawful for any non-residetnt
T!e Territorial Legislature is compos-! eeption of deer on some of the is- * * * to hunt any of the game ani
ci ef representatives from the dif- lands of southeastern Alaska and pos mals protected by this act, except
trect judicial divisions of
Alaska, sibly mountain sheep And goats. The deer and goats, without first obtain
and they have an intimate knowledge later species o f animals, however are ing a hunting license * *
While
of the conditions existing
therein, probably increasing in the Cook Inlet a non-resident may hunt deer and
and therefore better qualified to leg- country, where their killing has been goats, without a license, no provision
slate upon this and kindred matters j prohibited.
The decrease in the is made for him to take trophies of
than is the Congress. Regulations, un- number cf deer on the islands of the hunt out of the Territory. Tire
d«r the law that are suited to the ! southeastern Alaska is no doubt due result is that while a number of
l?me conditions in one geographic di- in part to destruction by wolves. In non-residents hunt deer and goats
riiion of the Territory’ may be a l-: this connection the following excerpt every year, they are unable to take
leather unsuitie*! to another.
For is taken from a letter received at their trophies away with them, and
instance, an open season for the kill- this office from the Rev. David Wag there is a needless waste of game
ing of waterfowl beginning Septem- j goner, for many years a missionary and trophies.
Little supervision can
bc<r 1 meets the conditions found cn|at Klawcck, on Prince of Wales Is- be exercised over these hunters, and
tbt Pacific coast of Alaska, but is land:
no revenue is derived.
It
would
unsuited to the interior
and
t o 1 My observation in the last five seem that no reason exists for per
northwestern Alaska, for the reason years is that I have not seen a deer mitting the killing of deer an goats
bat wild fowl have generally migrat i track in the snow that was not without first obtaining a hunting
ed to more southerly localities by j followed by a wolf track.
Once I license, or at least that some pro
the beginning of September.
saw a fawn chased by a wolf.
The vision should he made for issu'ng
1DOC
Under the existing law’ the brown wolf gave up the chase when it saw shipping licenses for trophies taken
be&r is classified as a game animal me.
One native says that he has by non-residents, who are not now re
nd is protected.
Cn the
other seen, from one to four carcasses of quired to take out hunting licenses.
say unjust.
It is particularly un- where there is, reason to believe that
hand, the black bear is denominated deer that had been killed by wolves
The second paragraph of section 5 just to a person who has been a game killed in violation of the law is
i fur-beaTing animal and may be every time he has hunted. Five provides, among other things, for resident of the Territory for a num- secreted.
Some of the
United
killed at any time.
Is there
any! years ago it was my lot to see deer sl ipping licenses to be isisued to res her of years and who f.nally decided States commissioners, before
whom
srnmd reason for this discrimination? upon the beach every trip that I idents of the Territory whlb wish to to go to the States and wishes! to game violations are tried, have re
Both species are found indiscriminate- made along the west coast.
One slip trophies.
Three kinds of li take his trophies (With him.
Few fused to issue search warrants when
!y on the mainland and on the is-lt'm e I saw 40 deer upon the beach censes. are required: (1) A $40 li have all, or even one of each, of the'applied fcr, on the ground that such
lands of the coast.
The black bear in a distance of 8 miles.
This was cense covering the heads or trophies k,-nds, of those covered by the
$40 can not be granted for violations of
i? an inoffensive beast; the brown, about 1909.
Since 1911 I have only :f 1 moose, if killed north of latitude license and many have only a brown tp game law.
If this contention be
bear is vicious and destructive, and,'seen 3 deer all told, upon the beach C2 degree, 4 deer, 2 caribou, 2 sheep. bear skin, and a deer, goat, caribou, correct, t ie law’ should be amended,
so far as killing it is concerned, it of Urince c f Wales.
I travel on 2 goats, and 2 brown hears; (2) a $1 or sheep head.
for it is most desirable that game
should be placed in the siame class- the west coast from 3,000
to 6 - license permitting the shipment o,f a
It would seem that the law would wardens: and other officers working
ification as the black bear; or, if it 000 miles yearly.
When I came to signle head or trophy of ca.ribcU or not be in serious danger of violation for the enforcement of the game
be deemed absolutely essential
to the country in 1901 we* could eas- sheep; (3) a $5 license permitting if residents of Alaska were permitted law should have the right to invoke
protect any of the brown-bear family,lily get a deer anywhere we went the shipment cf a single head or more latitude in the matter of ship- t] ,e aid of the search warrant when
that species found on Kodiak Island in the woods.
To-day there are only trophy of any deer, goat, or brown ping licenses.
For instance, if if they have the necessary informatmight be protected during a portion a few places where we can get deer hear.
Under the law there are ap t]-,ey were permitted to obtain one $40 ion upon which to make the affiof the year.
However, I do not at all, and then only with diff^ulty parently three classes of licenses pro license, or two $10 and two $5
li- davit or showing before the comdeem it advisable to afford any pro- because
they are
sofew.
T'
h ic(1) Hunting licenses to non censes, in any one calendar year, a missioner,
dded:
tection to these animals, as in any not due
to killing
by the inhabitants!
residents; (2) shipping
licenses to larger revenue would be derived than
case there is little danger of their nor to the severe winters,
though residents, including the three kinds at present and many game trophies i
H U N T I N G L IC E N S E S
becoming extinct.
both have contributed to the scarcity. above mentioned; and (3)
special which are now permitted to go to
[. •
The natives buy ten times as much mooste-shipping licenses, for moose waste would be utilized.
j In the fiscal year 1914 the nurr^meat from the shops as they did trophies taken
A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
south of latitude
Section 3 of the game law limits her cf non-resident hunters obtain10 years ago.
They would not do 62 degrees.
The paragraph referred the number o,f each kind of game irg hunting licenses was 26, o,f whom'
In a country of such vast size as this if they could get deer as eas- to contains the following limitation: animals which may be killed in any 24 were citizens, of the LTnited StatesAlaska, with a relatively sparse popu- ily as before.
It takes so long “ Not mare than one general license one year by any person, with the and 2 were residents' of foreign counlation and many diverse physical and to get a deer now that they can and two special mcoste-shipping li exception of mountain goats,
for tries..
In the fiscal year 1913 th©'
other conditions, it is always to he j not afford tie time from their work censes shall be issued to any one which there seejn® to be no limit number of non-residents taking out:
orpected that there will be violations at the canneries.
person in one year.” Evidently the other than by inference from the ^hunting licenses was 36, of whom
of the game law. However, it may In the moose country, on Kenai “ general'’ license referred to under;number which a hunting license 25 were citizens cf the United Stated
be stated that such violations are not Peninsula, these animals are in the law includes the three kinds of permits a non-resident to kill, which and 11 were (residents' of foreign
mm ere us. The law in some respects creasing in number, due in large sl ipping Hcenses ($40, $10, and $5) is S. An amendment to this sec- countries. Residents of Alaska are
is liberal, inasr uch as natives, min part to the efficiency with which above mentioned. It would seem to tion specifically limiting the num- not required to take out hunting li
ers, or explorers may kill any game the game law is enforced and to follow, then, that each one of these ber of goats which may be killed is censes, even in the Kenai Peninsula.
animal or bird, when in need of food, its observance by hunters and oth licenses is a “ general” license, and needed.
a* any time. Also, generally speak ers.
In recent years, toward the under the limitation quoted above on
Section 4 of the law relates to th e;
ing, there is a disposition on the latter part of the winter, in sea ly one such license may be issued to sale of game meat, and especially C C C M H O Q t « 1 I f I I I C H
Part of the people of the Territory to sons of deep snows, dead moose any one person in one year. Man with respect to deer meat in southllI \ /V /u L t V lL L L U
observe th e law and regulations. Sue have been found, having died, ap ifestly this is inequitable, not. to eastern Alaska, which is a source o f ;
violations as are reported are mainly parently, from starvation, due to
continual trouble for the wardens,
chargeable to a class o f men known their being unable to get food bo
and under the guise of giving, it is
as “market hunters” and
itinerant |cause of the destruction by fire of
no doubt true that many actual sales
sojourners, but with the rigid enforce- the small trees upon which
they
of deer meat during the close season,
Donald Day, residing on the farm
ment of the law these are rapidly feed, or the encroachments of civexcept from one bona fide miner, on which Sir William Phipps was
disappearing.
iMzation, or by some form of disprospector, or Indian to another, and
born, at Phipps Neck, lower Wool
then only at points where fresh meat
The amount appropriated for
the! ease. There is a difference
of
with
can not be obtained, it would put a wich, last week saw a buck
administration of the game law for opinion among observers as to the
nine
points
to
his
antlers
swimming
stop
to
the
numerous
violations
of
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1915, cause.
Caribou on the Alaska Pen
/
the law which undoubtedly occur at in the river. This was Friday and
is $20,000, an increase of $5,000 over insula are ailso reported to he impresent.
the appropriation of the preceding creasing in number,
the buck swam out to Day’s island.
Under the operation of the game
ysar. This permits of the employ-j in interior Alaska moose are beSaturday young Day, who is ( nly 11
law and regulations thereunder no
fflent of more game wardensl and will looming scarcer, according to reports
years
of age, took his gun and laid
provision is made whereby a bona
greatly aid in the more efficient ad- received from the game wardens.
fide resident of Alaska may ship for the buck which he shot. Greased
Ministration of the law and more ex- Caribou, however, are still found in
trophies to the States in order to Lightning, however, has escaped all
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.'
tensive protection of game, ©special great abundance, although many are
have them mounted and returned guns.
Offers room with hot ard
ly in remoter districts where gome of k lled every year.
cold water for $1.00 per day
without the issuance c.f a permit,
various kinds is still plentiful. A war
and up, which includes free
fcr which be must pay from J5 to
den is now employed in the slecond
P R O T E C T IO N OF G A M E
use of public shower baths.
One of the B. & A. train crews
$150, and some provision should be
judicial division, northwestern Alaska,
done enjoyed the novel sight recently
where hitherto there has been none,
In my last annual report I made Nothing to Equal This in Nevr England made to permit this being
without the payment of the license of witnessing a large bull moose
ai)d an additional warden has heen the following recommendations, which
Rooms with privaie baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
fee now required, it being impossible slain by hunters.
As (the train was
^signed to southeastern Alaska and I again submit:
That female cari
suites of two rooms ard bath
to have this work done in many parts nearing Sherman Station the moose
special appointments will he made bou on th© Alaska Peninsula he profor $4.00 per day and up.
of the Territory.
broke cover and took to the open
froia time to time as occasion m ayitected; that th© season for killing
The law should also he amended so followed by two hunters who imdemand. Three game wardens are moose anywhere in the Territory be
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
as to enable a game warden or other mediately opened fire, dropping the
&ow employed in interior Alaska and changed from. August 1 to Septem
Send fo r Booklet
in the southwestern
section. ber 1; that north of latitude 62 de- STORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manager officer to secure the issuance of war- monarch of the forest in plain sight
rants for the searching of
premises of the crew.
®ach of these wardens necessarily grees the season for killing grouse,
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Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish were
week end guest of friends at Wilton,
returning home Monday pight.
R. H. Ellis enjoyed a hunting trip at
Kennebago the past week.
The past few weeks have been unus
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
ually good for the skating enthusiasts.
During the past week the lake has
A re delightfully situated on shore of L ik e
been
in prime condition, the ice being
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
as smooth and clear as a mirror.
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Mr. and Mis. James Mathieson are
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
(Special Correspondence.)
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
at their Rangeley home for the winter
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
Rangeley, Dec. 15—Mrs. Hal Ellis and their many friends are glad to wel
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
who has been at Dr. Ross’ private hos come them.
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun pital for the past three weeks, has re
Miss Mertie Kinney is assisting at
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
turned home.
Rowe's store during the holidays.
Jackman, Maine
H. P. MeKENNEY, Proprietor,
Mrs. G. L. Kempton and Mrs. C. H.
Write for booklet.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton, Miss
Neal returned Saturday night from a Muriel Hoar and Hayden Hontoon re
week’s visit in Portland.
turned from a hunting trip at KeririeA. W. Lowe returned Monday after bago Saturday.
The young ladies of the Senior class
a few day^’ vacation. Willard Hewey
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, was in charge at the station during his served supper at the Men’s league last
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you absence.
Wednesday night. At the close of sup
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robbins are re per questions pertaining to the welfare
ceiving congratulations on the arrival of the town were discussed. A large
of a little daughter, Thursday, Dec. 10. number of men were present. A cor
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
dial invitation is extended all men in
rates to all during October and November. I will also Mrs. Sarah M. Soule is caring for Mrs. the town to attend these league meet
Robbins.
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
ings.
William Kempton is at tome from
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc. —r
Riddle & Hoar announce a special
Brewer for the Christmas holidays.
picture
show for Christmas day, con
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
Miss Ina Stafford of Lewiston and tinuous pictures from 3 till 10 p. m.
Miss Edith Cushman of Hebron, who The management have taken special
have been at Grant’ s Camps during the pains to obtain an appropriate pro
T h e G arry P on d G am ps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will past season, were guests of Miss Sarah gram. Regular prices.
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps. Pickens over the week end while en
Upon petition to the selectmen a
RANGELEY, MAINE
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some route for their respective homes.
special town meeting is called Tuesday
moose and bears. Write for information to
Mrs. Sherman P. Hoar, who has been to take proper steps towards petition
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. very ill with pneumonia, is reported as ing the legislature for the right to
being more comfortable.
make a park out o f land adjoining
Axel Tibbetts, Mrs. Betsey Tibbetts Haley pond, also to regulate the water
OTTER POND CAMPS
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish and granddaughter, Miss Rena, re privileges of said pond. All interested
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
turned home from New Hampshire ¿ast. citizens should be present.
John <2arville’s Camps GEORGE
H. MeKENNEY, Prop.,
Thursday night
Caratunk, Me.
at Spring Lake
James Wilcox a<nd Miss Catherine
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Dr. Charles S. Stuart and Miss Edith Russ were quietly married at the
*re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Sterling were married at St. Stephens home c f Mr. and Mrs.' Alexis Blodg
purest >/f spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
Episcopal church. Congress street, ett Saturday evening, Dec. 12, by
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ery and pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
Portland, Thursday, Dec. 10. The cer J. Sherman Hoar Justice of Peace.
ing
and
Trapping
line
subscribe
for
the
Trapper.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
crout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only emony was performed by Rev- Mr. Klo- Mr. Wilcox is a weld known, guide
60
cents.
Every
issue
is
crammed
full
of
valuable
vtreams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout,
tluckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunling, Trapping, Fishing, Taxi man in the presence of the immediate and Mrs. WiLcox lias been at
Mt.
iummer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere members of the families of the con
View for the past five seasons as
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M., Huntington, tracting parties, the double ring serv
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
waitress.
Congratulations are in
W. Va.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
ice being used. During their sojourn order.
Dainty refreshments were
in Portland the couple were at the Co served at the close of the ceremony.
RANGEI.El TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE lumbia Hotel. Dr. Stuart, whose for
Blakeslee Lake Camps
The amniuail Christmas sale of the
On Rangeley Lake.
mer home was in South Paris,
a Ladies/’ Aid was held at the church
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
A famous resort for anglers and hun- route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse graduate of Tufts Dental college in the parlors Friday afternoon and even
ers. Write for illustrated booklet and Tuly 1 to Oct.
class of 1907, and for the past fi' e
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
ing, Dec. 11.
Aprons, fancy artic
nap. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st. >
years has been located st Rangeley
N.
H.
ELLIS
&
SON,
Props.,
les, ice cream, cake and homemade I
i '.tinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Raugeley, Maine.
where he has built up a fine business.
Maine.
candies found a ready sale. Santa
Mrs. Stuart has been in Rangeley for
Claus was there to entertain
the
several summers and has made many
children and a Christmas tree con- j
friends during her stay among the peo
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
tain.ing many toys for sale was th e1
—Best of hunting—Special rates for ple. They were the recipients of many drawing card for the
youngsters. I
Jun*3. September, October and Novem fine gifts. Dr. and Mrs. Stuart will
The ladies were much pleased with |
ber—Write
for
Booklet.
begin
housekeeping
in
the
cosy
home
T. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
recently purchased of Mrs. F. B. Burns the substantial sum which they w ere1
Pleasant Island,
Maine on High street where they will be at able to add to tlveir bank account.
Portland,
Maine
home after New Year’s. Their many Work will soon begin on articles for
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
RANGELEY
LAKES
Rangeley friends extend hearty con the fair which is held during the |
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
Camp Bemis, The Birches, Ih e Barker. Write
gratulations and wish them much hap summer and extend a cordial Lnvir
nen. All farm, dairy products, pork for free circulnr
CAPT.
F.
C.
BARKER.
Bemis.
Maine.
tation to all ladies to join them at
piness.
\nd poultry from our own farm, enabltheir
Wednesday afternoon meetings.
ng us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Sunday was the close of Sunday train
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
neats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
service for the season and beginning
Mr. G. Del Smith of Wiscasset, a I
Best Salmon ard Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
American plan. Send for circular.
h»ning begins about June 1. Send for circular. Monday, Drc. 14, the winter schedule skillful penman is giving a course i
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., went into effect.
Arrangements have
Upper Dam, Maine.
of Lessons to the school
students i
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
been made whereby the mail arrives in
The Belgrade. Beat Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
the afternoon on the freight. A morn during the last two weeks of the I
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
DEAD RIVER REGION
beet trout fishing in Maine.
term.
Mr. Smith is a very thorough
ing train also leaves at 7.30 a. m.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Quite a number from the village re teacher and has given them much |
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
sponded to the call for help to fight fire valuable help in the muscular move
tion resort» Good fishing and hunting
OUANANICHE LODGE.
which was discovered at Bald Mountain
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
ment
system.
Mr. Smith is also
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
World wide known for its famous fishing,
Camps Friday, Dec. 11. The trip was
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
a
free
hand
artist
of considerable
made by automobile but the flames
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation >n Maine. Good
skill
and
illustrates
many
points of
were
well
under
control
when
the
men
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can takesteam ei to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
arrived.
The
exact
cause
of
the
fire
is
position
with
quit*
and
well
drawn
any part o f the lane territory. The best hunt
AND LOG CAMPS.
in g . fishing and vacation section of beautiful
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region- unknown. The loss is partially cov sketches which are great aids. Many
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
ered by insurance.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
of the pupils are quite enthusiastic
A.pril 1st.
Sunday morning Rev. H. A. Childs
preached the first o f a series of ser over the work and are making good
mons on the general subject, “ You.” progress.
Sunday morning the subject was,
Monday night at Oquossoc Lodge
“ Who Are You?” A large number K. cf P. was held the installation
were in attendance at the evening
of officers.
An installing officer
meeting
from Strang was present.
At the
School in the Quimby district closed
close
of
the
work
oyster
stew
was
|Friday, Dec. 11, for the Christmas holIidays December 18th school in tfie served iOx the banquet hall.
! White echoolhouse and the village close
for two weeks’ recess.
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms
E. T. Hoar has purchased the build
ings known as the old hatchery, selling
! Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham one of them to Saul Collins. The other
he has moved to Main street on O R.
mock or something else you don't want.
j Rowe’s lot and will fit it up for a shop
1where he will carry on his regular bufii! ness of making and repairing fish rods
Enoch Bridges and son Lee Bridges
j and the manufacture of snowshoes.
We have sold things for others, and we can do the Daniel French, who has employment of Wilton are trapping beaver at
on the freight train,, has moved his Butler and
Safford
ponds this
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
family to the rent over M. D. Tibbetts’
week.
The dam and house at Shi
store.
loh having been blown out by dyna
Address, Classified Department,
Mrs. F. B. Burns has returned to
Jamaica Plain after a brief visit with mite, they were unsuccessful there,
MAINE WOODS,
Mrs. James Mathieson and other hut will look after that section afriends.
gain later.
Phillips, Maine

Where To Go In Maine

NO SUNDAY
TRAIN SERVICE
The Doctor Brings Home a Bride

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

YORK

EXACT

COST

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I IM C

W E S T
E N D
H O T E L

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

BIC RESULTS
FR O M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

TRAPPING BEAVER
AT SHILOH POND

Someone else is sure to want it

1
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ing the holidays.
S. D. dates was quite ill the first
of the week suffering from a se
vere attack of acute indigestion.
Mrs. Ada Cook of Freeman has
H ood’s Sarsaparilla surely and ef
moved into the vacant rooms of the fectively removes scrofula, boils and
John K. Lawton rent. She is work other blood diseases because it drives
ing in the toothpick mill.
out of the blood all the humors that
Mm. Edmond Sprague and sister, cause these diseases. They cannot be
Miss Lou Foster made a business; successfully treated in any other way.
trip to Farmington Monday afternoon. External applications fo r their re
moval have proven almost useless,
Clarence Tasih is taking a few because they cannot drive out the
days' vacation and Miss
Claudia impurities that are in the blood.
Johnson is taking his place in the
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
rich blood, perfects the digestion, and
Central Téléphoné office.
Burch and Lcok and Floyd Smith builds up the whole system. The skin
smooth, clean and healthy.
Town Now Enjoying New Electric were in. Farmington o n business becomes
This great blood remedy has stood the
Monday.
test of forty years. Insist on having
Light Service
Miss Elsie Oliver has gone to H ood’s, for nothing else acts like it.
Lowell, Mass., to visit relatives.
There is no real substitute. Get it
Mrs. Harry J. Bates has) been today. Sold by all druggists.
(Special Correspondence.)
quite ill the past week, suffering
■Strong, December 15.— Mr. and from a severe cold, which caused a
Mrs. Harry Chandler spent
Sunday muscular trouble.
Mrs, George H. Rowe and son,
with relatives im Phillips.
Fred Look awl Raymond Starterd George, Jr., cf Portland are visiting
returned Saturday noon from a fefw her brother, Herman Luce and other
days’ hunting trig at Eustis.
Mr. relatives'.
Mrs. Charles F. Chandler
and
Ivook wais the guest of his brother
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
friend of Phillips were in town TuesEdd Look at the Sargent House.
Freeman Centre, Dec. 9.—Several
Miss Ada SmitJh who has been day. the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
deer have been shot in this vicinity
teaching at Kingfield, is passing a Harry Chandler.
Warren BrackMr. and Mrs. Fred Daggett en- the past few days.
few weeks’ vacation at her home.
ley sfiot two; Roy Cook one; Frank
tertained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
StarC.
V.
She was the guest of Mrs. C. V. Starbird and Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wi.ll Gray one; Albert and Melvin Huff
bird over Sunday.
each one; Fred Weymouth one; Roy
Tuesday
evening.
Henry Carr of Bangor was a re
Cook, George James and Albert Huff
Mrs.
Mrs.
Will
Butler
and
Norcent visitor in town the guest of his
also shot one near Mt. Abraham.
man
Butler
of
Phillips
were
in
sister, Mrs. Charles Pease.
The Ladies’ Aid met this week town Tuesday and attended the fair.
Mrs. Emma Hodgman of Phillips
Wednesday with Mrs. Orra Luce.
Mrs. Ralph Starbird returned the was the guest of Mrs. Fred Daggett
first of the week from
Topsham, a few days the first of the week.
The ladies» of the Congregational
where s>he has visited her parents
society gave their annual fair Tuesfor a week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McLeary and day afternoon and a social was en
Wednesday
daughter, Miss Algie o f Farmington joyed in the evening.
Hundreds of whistlers on Merrywere in town Sunday,. the guests of evening a farce was given entitled
Also one flock of
“ A Modern Sewing Circle.”
The meeting Monday.
D. E. Leighton and family.
50
sheldrake.—Bath
Times.
hall
was
very
prettily
decorated
Mrs. Faster anil daughter,
Miss
with
crepe
paper,
flowers
and
ever
Lou cf Boothibay Harbor are visit
The food table
was in
ing their daiugInter and sister, Mrs. green.
James Thompson Sunday shot that
charge
of
Mrs.
Ella
Chandler,
Mrs.
Edmund R. Sprague for two weeks.
wild bull in Peter Head woods and
Cora Burns and Miss Kate McPhadil.
gets half the beef.
One report was
The electric lights were turned on
The candy booth was in charge of
that he tracked the bull half a mile
la.stt Thursday night for the first
Mrs. Ena Mason, and Mists Laura Luce
time in the stores and
dwelling
through the woods by blood from the
fancy table, Mrs. Millie Conant and
houses.
The street lights will be
wounds caused by previous
shots;
Mrs. Bertha Hunter; pillow and art
another is that he found no other
on soon.
The lights are a great
table, Mrs. Vesta McKeen and Mm
bullet wound in the animal.
improvement over the gas lights
F.thel Rounds; aprons, Mrs. Ethel
which were formerly used.
Goldsmith, Mrs. S. D. Gates, Mrs.
Mrs. Samuel B. Johnson met with Alvira Rounds; k e cream,
Mrs!
More coons have been killed this
a very serious and painful acjcidenit Gusia Luce, Mrs. Jennie Howard. fall than in former seasons.
The
one day recently by BWppflng on tlhe The fair was a success
socially trouble with the coon is that so few
floor and striking in such a way and financially, and was well at cooks know how to prepare the pos
that she tore the ligaments off from tended.
sum for the oven. Every particle
one knee.
The limb has been put
of the fat ought to be removed and
into splints and her friends hope she
then the coon should be parboiled
Scholarship.
may have a speedy recovery.
before being stuffed with plenty of
Being scholarly is almost *>.ntaJohn Connerly of Wilton spent a mount to being liberal. It means liv onions in the dressing.
Then you
few days recently in town, the guest ing in one’s generation, feeling its im will have a eoon worth the eating.
of lhas aunt. Mrs. Myron Withered.
pulses, loving its devotion to knowl With the fat left on, or but partial
Maurice Leighton hia® gone to Far edge and the search for truth, and ly removed, no one but an Esquim
mington Fails to visit has grand having faith in humanity and liberty aux can §at him.—'Bath Times,
parents, Mr. and Mrs,
William of both thought and action.—Ex
change.
Bland ing.
The foilowin fiures regarding the
All the merchants in town are very
bull moose lately shot in Chesterbusy getting ready for
Christmas.
Big Things in America.
ville by Everett Welds have been
The stones are prettily decorated and
Talk a_/out cathedrals. The biggest given out.
It weighed alive about
arranged especially so is the Mc in the the; world is in St. Looie, U. S. 1000 pounds.
It measured 3 feet,
Leary & Leighton store as they A., and the biggest office building in 7% inches between the antlers and
have an uaMMtlkl large display of the world is the Railway exchange, had seven points on one side and
in the same city. The biggest sky
Christmas goods.
Length
scraper in the world when it comes to six points on the other.
Clyde Heath of Farmington was a height Is the little old Woolworth in from end of nose to the hoof on the ,
New York.
recent caller in town.
hind leg was 14 feet.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Withered!
feel very grateful to their friend®
who have so generously contribut
ed to them during the Illness of
Mr. Witherell.
The ladies of the
toothpick mdlil sent a large contri
bution of food. Among those who con
tributed were, Becky McCourt, BerCHRISTMAS CANDIES
TOYS FOR THE BOYS
tba Mitchell, Melissa Luce, Ber
We never forget that candy is
and
the
girls!
We
have
the
nice Richardson, Ada Allen, Edyfche
Richards, Mable Lewis,
Blanche
needed
to make a joyful
best selection the market af
Brackley, Marguerite Sample, M'abel
Christmas.
We have all kinds
fords. Mechanical toys, fun
Richardson, Nellie Brackley, Daisy
at
all
prices.
ny toys, all kinds of toys.
Huff,
Grace
Foster, Lizzie Vining, Frances Lawton, Mrs. Howard.
The ladies from upper Main street
PICTURES, TOILET GOODS
also furnished a large contribution
of food, etc., beside the paper rais
Flasks, Bric-a-brac, Writing Sets, Leather Goods,
ed by the Citizens.
Miss Lulu Phillips is clerking in
Cigar Gases, Smoking Sets, Xmas Stationery, etc.
McLeary & Leighton’s store duir-

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE

TELLING SA N TA CLAUS HIS WANTS

ANNUAL FAIR
MOST SUCCESSFUL

GOOD HUNTING
FREEMAN CENTRE

=
; HW

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR

j

XMAS GIFTS AT

HUNTING NOTES
OVER THE STATE

M. H. BLAISDELL’ S

(

As I am selling out my stock, and have many useful articles,
suitable for Xmas presents, at almost one-half price.

50c. and 75c. DRESS G O O D S,

35c.

MEN’S $1.00 F A N C Y DRESS SHIRTS, J 63c.
MEN’S 50c. FA N C Y DRESS SHIRTS,

33c.

■K

All other goods at the same reduced prices

*V,

M. H. B L A IS D E L L ,*

FHRMINGTON.
F a rm ers’

:s

P hone

MAINE

1022

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR ALL

AT PREBLE’S
Stationery, Toys, Dolls, Games,
Books, Mirrors, Thermos Bottles,
I BT
Leather Goods, Sawyer Prints.
Add to the fun and
morning with a Kodak.

surprise of

Christmas

From $1.25 for the

vest pocket model, up to $25.00.
Fine line of EVER READY LIGHTS just
received for the Holiday trade.
%

Be sure and look the Bargain Counter over.
Your choice of any article for 10 cents.
!

Regular 50 cent books for 45 cents during
Christmas Week.

|

CHRISTMAS AT CHARLES E. DYER’S

COLDS

STOP

D D I7R T C > C
i K L d LEi o

f| L D CORNERS
U drug s t o r L

The

Store

Open Sundays from

Eleven until One.

ARE

OFTEN
IOU S

P O S S IB L E

M O ST

SER

C O M P L IC A T IO N S

The disregard of a cold has often
brought many a regret.
The fact
of sneezing,
coughing, or a fever
should be warning enough that your
system needs immediate
attention.
Certainly less cf sleep is moat seri
ous.
It is a warning given by Na
ture.
It is man’s duty to himself
to assist by doing his part.
Dr.
King’s! New Discovery is based on
a scientific analysis of coldsi.
50^
a* your Druggist.
Buy a bottle to
day.

Sleds

Books For The Family
Holiday bindings and attrac
tive titles. Picture books and
juvenile publications. We are
the book center of Strong.

For Children

Sleds always make good pres
ents

for

the children.

have a large stock on hand.

CHARLES E. DYER
D R U GG IST

Strong,

-

Maine

We
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MAINE WOODS

i

m

Extend^ to all its friends a Holiday
Greeting and wishes them all

A Merry Christmas and
a Happy and Prosperous New Year
Wefjwish to take this opportunity to call your
attention to our

JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT
We are prepared to do all kinds o f

Job Printing,

making a specialty o f Camp and Hotel work, such
as Office Stationery, Booklets, Catalogues, etc.

FIRST CU SS WORK AT HONEST PRICES

1
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“Haven’f you ever been Santa Claus
before?” queried Peggy.
“ Never! This is my very first ex
perience. I hope I will acquit myself
with proper dignity.”
By MARY D. ARNOTT
And Linda’s eyes, over the heads of
INDENETTE struggled vain the children, looked down deep into
ly with the tears that Goodwin’s big soul, and unconsciously
squeezed at last through she let the man read what her heart
tired eyelids. It was not was saying
“Next Christmas,” he was saying in
often that the brave little
homemaker gave way to his mind, “Linda will have permanent
grief, but in the present mo roses in her cheeks, and her eyes will
ment she seemed unable to be mine, and that will be all the hap
piness one Santa Claus could have.”
control her emotion.
Lindenette smiled.
In the next room childish
voices prattled joyously.
Lindenette had not found
the heart to tell them that
P r e t t y G ifts M a d e
Christmas would have to
come and go without the
o f Brown Linen
much heralded visit from
Santa Claus. Since the
loss of both parents Linden
ette had managed to keep
Five members of a second reader
a roof over the heads of her
class
in a South Dakota rural school
small brother and sister and
celebrated the first Christmas of The
had provided food for their
Liberty Bell Bird Club of
The
slight frames. What did it
Farm Journal, Philadelphia, by hav
mattei if her cheeks had
lost their roses and her lips
ing a real Christmas tree for the
their cheery bloom? The
birds near their schoolhou.se.
smile lingered. That was
The cedar tree which had been the
all that mattered.
center of their own jolly Christmas
She brushed her tears
festival was taken out of the schoolaside and arose to answer an unex
house by an older pupil while the
pected summons from the knocker.
little folks made Christmas baskets
She looked her surprise at the great
to hang on the tree.
After this,
man who stood on her tiny porch.
“I have come in search of one Lin
whenever they ate their dinners, the
den Lane,” the stranger said with a
children carefully
placed all the
smile to which the girl responded.
crumbs left in ¡ynall baskets which
“The name is unusual,” admitted
were then hung on the Birds’ Christ
Lindenette, “and my own is even more
mas
Tree where the feathered guests
impossible—being Lindenette Lane.
eagerly gathered to enjoy their feast.
May 1 ask you in from the cold?” She
opened the door and Marvin Goodwin
This year the Christmas problem
entered the pitifully barren room into
of how to remain a sincere and cheer
which she led him. His eyes followed
ful giver at this season of greatest
the girl rather than the contents of
demands is to be solved by many
the room.
members
of The Farm Journal Lib
Two small, pale faces peered at him
erty Bell Bird Club in a way to eli
from the kitchen door, and Goodwin
GIFT that will be appreciated by minate much useless and unapprec
smiled at them.
the man or woman who travels, iated giving.
"Do I look like Santa Claus?” be
asked them by way of breaking the Is an apron of brown linen, rubberized
on one side, in which to carry all necice.
“ No, you don’t ;” returned the boy, I essary toilet articles. The rubberizing
bluntly. “ Besides, Linda says it may makes the inside of the apron and its
be too cold for Santa Claus to come I pockets waterproof. To make it re
out this year.” There was a wail from quires one piece of linen 20 inches
the little sister, and the boy strove long and 14 wide for the apron and a
vainly to conceal his disappointment |length 17 inches for the pockets and
at this announcement.
, flaps. There are five pockets. One,
Linda gave them each a hug and 4 ^ inches deep, extending across the
told them to run along When they apron, two four inches deep, at the
had gone she turned to Goodwin with bottom. At the top one of the pockets
inquiry in her eyes.
is hVz inches in depth and the other
“ My errand is a pleasant one,” he four inches. Small plaits are laid at
said quickly, for his own voice was each side of all the pockets except the
none too controlled. “ It will add to long one. This long pocket is closed
your happiness, I know.” He drew with a flap four inches wide while the
a memorandum from his pocket, and others have flaps from one and oneafter consulting it. asked: “Your fa ; half to tw'o inches wide. The apron
ther, Linden Lane? Did he live in pockets and flaps are bound with bias
Stillwater, Minn., 22 years ago?”
tape in linen color. The flaps fasten
“ Yes,” replied Linda, with a flush of ! with snap fasteners.
The Christmas tree which has de
excitement lending roses to her
A pretty handkerchief case is made lighted the little folks in the home
cheeks. “I was born there.”
of a straight piece of unbleached linen
"Then, to come directly to the point,” 17 inches long and lOti inches wide. or schoolhouse, will not, as hereto
Goodwin told her, “ 'we find two depos Across one corner a spray of flowers fore, be thrown on the trash heap
afte- it has been stripped o.f its gliitis embroidered in pink with green
After it has been
foliage. Bow knots are embroidered 1tering baubles.
in blue at each side of the spray. The : carefully set up out-of-doons in a safe
case is lined with thin pink satin and and sheltered spot, the little hands*
interlined with a sheet of cotton bat which reached out so eagerly for
ting, in which sachet powder is : its gifts! will now place others upon
sprinkled. The edges are finished it—garlands cf
bright
berries*1,
with button-hole stitching in pink silk. , sheaves of golden grain, baskets o f
The case is folded crosswise at the j suet and bread-crumbs—for the little
its of $25 each in two of our banks
there. One Linden J. Lane opened the center and the sides and top tied to feathered folks.
A vessel of water,
gether with narrow satin ribbon in
account 22 years ago.”
free
of
ice,
will
be placed near-by
simple bows. One corner is turned
Linda laughed softly.
for the bright-eyed visitors1 to drink
“ My father used always to fear bank back and fastened with a bow. This
failures, and put small amounts in finishes an attractive, scented re or bathe in.
Where there is a suitable tree
many banks.” She turned sparkling ceptacle, shaped like an envelope, to
standing near the home or school it
eyes upon Goodwin. “We thought we be placed on the dressing case.
A work bag is made of coarse brown can easily be
had collected all his savings,” she
converted into a
linen cut into the shape shown in the Christmas tree for the birds by fast
said.
“ These two nests were undiscov picture. It is 14 inches long and 10% ening gifts of food to its branches,
ered,” the man laughed, “and the hens wide. Two pieces are joined at the
have been laying golden eggs. You edges which are scalloped and finished j Christmas must ever remain the
with button-hole stitching in green j day of the Child, but instead of
have, at this very minute $300—”
|making the little one selfish with a
“ Three hundred dollars! Oh!” she silk floss.
impulsively held out her two toilworn
surfeit of costly toys, how
much
little hands, “it is a fortune! The
better to train it to look upon this!
children! They can have their Santa
•holiday as the special season to give
Seems to Prove Reason in Dog.
Claus!”
Frequently dogs and cats awaken succor and protection to the help
Goodwin found himself feeling hap
sleepers who are in danger, in case less.
At this time every child old
pier than he remembered« having felt
of fire, for instance, instinct would enough to understand its teachings
before. Was it the knowledge that he
tell the animal to get out of «.»anger at should be enrolled as a member of
had been the Good Fairy in this small
once, but reason must tell him other
family, or was it something more sub
The Liberty Bell Bird Club by sign
tle, more wonderful that had crept wise. Instinct should tell a dog to ing the following pledge:
keep away from dangerous w'aters, but
into his mind?
“ I desire to become a member of
he strikes out boldly when his hu
He laughed a trifle nervously.
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
man
friend
is
in
danger
of
drowning.
“I am going to ask for immediate
Farm Journal, and I
promise to
payment for the joy I have found for
study and protect all song and insec
you,” he said and when Linda’s ques
Lion Always Foe of Man,
tivorous birds and do what I can for
tioning eyes met his he said impetu
The lion is an implacable foe of
ously: “Let me come tomorrow—and man and has been a_ far back as his the Club.”
help make Christmas glad for the tory records. Born in captivity, never
There is no cost to any child in
children. M&y I com e?”
having knowm freedom, trained for joining the Club nor after he be
Linda glanced at him with a new years by one man and apparently longs.
The badge-button of the
shyness. “ Yes,” she said, simply. “ If either fearing or admiring his trainer,
you like I will go with you to help get a lion may turn on his trainer at any Club will be sent free to each one
who signs the pledge and sends it
that Christmas tree.”
time and kill him as cruelly as he
in *to the Club.
•
Next morning Linda and the chil does in the jungle.
dren were up early.
The crackling of the Are as it roared
Rebuke Extraordinary.
up the stovepipe created a spirit of
Riding in an omnibus up Regent
cheerfulness
that greeted Marvin
Goodwin w'hen he presented himself street the other evening, I heard an
old lady annoying the other passen
at an early hour.
“ Oh!” shouted Bobby, “here’s our gers by her remarks. The conductor
with
her,
saying:
own Santa Claus!” His eyes were remonstrated
glued to the armful of packages Good “ Ma’am, remember you are in a public
vehicle, and behave as such.”—London
win deposited on the table.
| “Bobbv!” cried I inda.
Spectator.

S an ta’s (Christmas

CHRISTMAS TREE
FOR THE BIRDS

A Good Idea Which is Suggestedi
By the Liberty Bell Bird
Club.

A

Headquarters for
Christmas Shopping
1 ome in and look around. Here are Holiday
Novelties especially designed to give immediate
pleasure—here are complete assortments of regu
lar, staple goods which are bought and given as
sensible presents.
•

You will find prices low and
you will profit by coming here.

Furniture,
* Art Squares,
Rugs and Rockers.
Jewelry,
Silverware,
Cut Glass,
Toilet Sets and
Leather Goods
Linen Sets and Towels
Ladies’, Men’s and Children’s
Mackinaws. Gloves
and Mittens.
Large Assortment Neckwear
Boots,
Shoes,
Rubbers,
and Overshoes.
BE SURE A N D LO O K M I

LA R G E

ST O C K O V E R BEFORE YOU BUY.

j W . D
Both ’ Phones.
Frazier Building.

Q U IM B Y .
Rangeley Me.
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AT THE JEWELRY STORE
You will
are
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A. G. CRONKHITE
P H IL L IP S, MAINE,

OU R STORE IS O PEN

find a gift for every person, purse and purpose,
always glad to assist you in your selection.
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EVENINGS

Holiday Gifts for Women
AND

GO LD FILLED
$ 50 to
75 to
3 00 to
1 50 to
1 25 to
50 to
75 to
1 00 to
25 to
50 to
15 00 up

$5 00
6 00
18 00
7 00
18 00
5 00
3 50
5 00
5 00
5 00
35 00

MISCELLANEOUS
Chafing Dishes,
Coffee Percolator,
Casseroles,
5 O’clock Tea Kettles,
Tea Ball Tea Pots,
Traveling Clocks,
Ansco Cameras,
Crocker Fountain Pens,

Useful P r e s e n t s fo r
th e L it t le P e o p l e

7
3
3
1
5
3
2
2

00 to 12 00
50 to 7 00
50 to 7 50
75 to 3 00
00 to 8 00
00 to 7 00
00 up
50 up

C U T GLASS W A R E
Berry Bowls,
Celery Tr«ys,
Sugar Bowl and Creamer,
Sugar Trays.
Vases,
Water Sets,
Comports,
Salt and Pepper,
Vinegar Cruets,
Ice Cream Trays,
Fern Dish,
Cracker and Cheese Dish,
Sandwich Plate,
Tumblers,
Candelabra,
Candle Sticks,

St. Anthony’s Cottage,
Phillips, Me.,
Dec. 10, 1914.
It does not seem as if the Christ
mas days were almost with us, for
the rain has taken all our snow ex
cept here and there a patch, and the
wagons and automobiles are on the
streets.
A letter from a friend in Oquossoc
this evening said, “ Our snow has all
gone, but the rain was greatly need
ed as the water in the lakes has not
been so low for years.
The hunt
ing has been great and I send you
the list of game shipped from the
Oquossoc station since my last, which
,s as follows and was from Novem
ber 15 to December 1.
It is surely
a good hunting story, 52 bucks and
43 does:”

robe of eiderdown flannel
A WARM
Is among the many delightful
gifts that are to be made for the baby
or for the little ones who have out
grown babyhood. Eiderdown flannel
Is woven in light colors and figured in
white with Teddy bears, rabbits, birds
and other figures that delight the
youngsters. It is the softest and most
comforting of materials' for cold
weather.
i
Bath robes like that pictured are
bound with narrow ribbon on all the
raw edges, provided with collars and
pockets (except when made for in
fants) and have ties of «ilk cord, fin
ished with tassels at the neck and
about the waist, like the eiderdown in
color. For the little infant the pocket
and waist cora are not needed.
Bed slippers of eiderdown finished
and tied with ribbons are very com
fortable for little ones who are apt to
kick off bedclothes in cold weather.
They are among the most easily made
of gifts. Shoes and bootees, for little
infants’ daily wear, are also made of
this material which is so well suited
for a baby’s garments. Other articles
are short sacks, hoods and blankets
for the baby’s carriage. The last are
decorated with big bows of wide, hand
some satin ribbon.
THE C H R IS T M A S D IN N E R

In spite of the fact that tlie word
dyspepsia means literally bad cook,
It will not be fair for many to lay
the blame on the cook If they begin
the Christmas Dinner with little ap
petite and end it with distress or
nnusea. It may not be fair for any
to do that—let us hope so for the
sake of the cook!
The disease dy
spepsia indicates a had stomach, that
is a weakstomach,rather than a had
cook, and for a w,eak stomch there
is nothing else equal to
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
It gives the stomach
vicor and tone,c ures dyspepsia, creates appetite, and makes eating the
P'easure it should he.

SILVER
00
25
85
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
50

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$5
5
8
3
5
15
6
3
8
15
15
10
5
15
20
7

$1 00
2 00
2 00
50
50

to
to
to
to
to

$3 00
5 00
5 00
1 25
1 25

5
5
5
3
5
5

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
U0
00
00
50

E. Rogers, Belgrade, 1 buck, 1 doe
L. Roberts, Rumford,
1 buck
E. Westall, Lewiston,
1 buck
B. Amiming, Lowell,
Mass.,
1 buck, 1 doe
F R. Strout, Lowell,
Mass.,
2 does
F M. Hill, Lowell,
Mass.,
1 buck, 1 doe
F Proctor, Rumford,
1 doe
W D. Thurston, Canton,
2 bucks
John I. Palmer, Livermore,
2 does
E. I. Bou^h^r,
Livermore,
1 buck, 1 doe
Eddie Morse, Livermore,
1 doe
I. M. Bowker, Rumford/
1 buck
T. Morin, Auburn,
1 d >e
A R. Rose, Rumford,
1 doe
H. S. Tauchill, Arlington,
Mass.,
1 buck, 1 doe
B. F. Drake, Dorchester,
Mass.,
1 doe
A. R. Porter, Auburn,
1 doe
I H. Thomas, Rumford, 1 buck, 1 doe
I. A. Reynolds, Canton, 1 buck, 1 doe
Henry Southerland, East
• Hebron,
(
1 doe
F. I. Gray, Portland,
2 bucks
E O, Kidder, Rumford,
2 bucks
G. M. Lapliam, Rumford,
1 buck
f. Cocldge, Rumford,
1 buck
T.. C. Seavey, Boston, 1 buck, 1 doe
I. . B. Robinson, East
Peru,
1 buck, 1 doe
George Robertson, Rumford,
1 buck
D. Cmbard, Rumford,
1 buck
Carlton Pike, Brunswick,
1 buck
D. W. True, Portland,
1 doe
John McGregor, Rumford,
1 buck
L. M. Edgcomb,
Rumford,
1 buck, 1 doe
D. W. Goodwin, Rumford,
1 doe
J. C. French, Portland,
1 doe
( C. Dyer, West Minot,
1 buck
Walter Stratton, Fairfield,
1 buck
Samuel Boothby, Portland,
1 doe
I. Davis, Brunswick, 1 buck, 1 doe
O. L. Satten, Brunswick,
1 buck
G. M. Sterling,
Portland,
1 buck, 1 doe
C. B. Me Kenny, Auburn,
2 bucks
O. A. Pettingill, Rumford, 2 bucks
A. I. Gammon, Anbum,
2 bucks
T. Hawley, Rumford, 1 buck, 1 doe
H. F. Whjttemore,
Auburn,
1 buck, 1 doe

1 buck
W. H. Hannowell, Auburn,
H. W. Fergeson, Lewis-ton, 2 does
1 buck
W. O. Hodgton, Lewiston,
Bert Braun, Auburn,
1 doe
A G. Roberson, Gardiner,
1 buck
II. C. Smith, Gardiner,
1 doe
John Foley, Rumford, 1 buck, 1 doe
L. B. Pannelle,
Rumford,
.
1 buck, 1 doe
I. C. Perry Rumford,
2 bucks
L. G. Lullman,
Rumford,
1 buck, 1 doe
F. Bratt, Rumford,
1 doe
A. P. York, Canton,
2 bucks
S. S. Sanders, Canton,
2 does
H. W. Childs, Canton,
1 buck
A. F. Haytord, Canton,
1 buck
Guy Sanders, Canton,
1 buck
W. E. Parsons, Canton,
1 doe
M E. Howes, Brunswick,
1 doe
M. E. Howe®, Lewiston,
1 doe
F. Sannell, Rumford, 1 buck, 1 doe
Of this almost 100 deer all but 7
were shipped to the homes of the
Maine hunters.
Fly Rod.

$3 00
75
75
1 00
1 25
1 00
75
1 00
2 00
4 50

Military Brushes,
Whisk Brooms,
Pencils,
Match Safes,
Cigar Cases,
Shaving Mugs,
Shaving Brushes,
Key Rings,
Flasks,
Fountain Pens,

Shirt Studs,
Tie Clasps,
Tie Pins,
Cuff Links,
Cigar Cutters,

$ 10
25
50
50
1 25

$7 00
6 00
2 00
3 00
2 00
8 00
2 00
1 75
5 00
8 00

to $1 25
to 1 25
to 5 00
to 5 00
to 3 00

M ISCELLANEOU S
Watch Fobs,
Safety Guards For Watches,
Watches.
Wacch Chains,
Traveling Clocks,
Clocks of All Kinds,
Desk Sets,
Crocker Pens,
Cigar Jars,
Wine Sets,

1 25 to 7
1 25 to 7
5 00 to 125
1 25 to 10
3 00 to 7
1 00 to 35
1 25 to
5
2 50 up
$2 00 to $7
7 50 to 15

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

A Bit of Advice
THE BLUE DEVILS
OF INDIGESTION First—Don’t delay. Second
Are put to rout by Dys-pep-iets, the
simple effective digestive tablets,
oval, sugar-coated, prepared by C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass.
They give the most gratifying relief
in sour stomach, distress after eating,
belching, nausea, heartburn, etc. Per
fectly safe, perfectly reliable, per
fectly free from narcotics.
One or two crushed in the mouth
and swallowed slowly—that’s all.
You’ll not think of your stomach
again. Try them. Ten or twentyfive cents or a dollar.

Don’t experiment.

W ANTED

White Birch Lumber
for manufacturing into toothpicks, for
which a special price will be paid if de
livered between this date and January
1st. For prices and specifications tele
phone or write to

P. W . Mason, Supt.
S T R O N G , M A IN E
Farmers and New England Telephones.

A FEW IMPROVE
MENTS GOING ON

to
to
to.
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

SOLID GOLD AND GOLD FILLED

SILVER
Pencils,
Bonnet Brush,
Clothes Brush,
Button Hooks,
Nail Files,

FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK

G.
P.
D.
H.

$3
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
CO

SOLID G O L D
Ear Rings,
Pendants,
Bracelets.
Lockets,
Beads,
Cuff Links,
Neck Chain,
Crosses,
Fancy Pins,
Brooch Pin,
Diamond Rings,
Bracelet Watches,

Holiday Gifts for Men

8UB8CRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
WOOD8 AND READ ALL THE
LOCAL NEWS.

If you suffer from backache; head
aches or dizzy spells; if you'rest poorly
and are languid in the morning; if the
kidney secretions are irregular and un
natural in appearance, do not delay.
In such cases the kidneys often need
help.
Doan’ s Kidney Pills are especially
prepared for kidney trouble. They are
recommended by thousands. Can Phil
lips residents desire more convincing
proof of their effectiveness than the
statement of a Phillips citizen who has
used them and willingly testifies to
their worth?
“ About ten years ago I had rheuma
tic pains and I suffered a great
deal,” says John A. Fraser, of Phillips.
“ The pains were in my back and limbs
and sometimes I thought I could not
endure them. The secretions from my
kidneys were in bad shape. I tried
many ways to get relief, but nothing
helped me until I got Doan’s Kidney
Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store (now
Preble’ s Drug store,) and began using
them. It didn't take them long to rid
me of the trouble. ”
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
I Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. Frazer had.
Foster-Milburn Co.,
; Props., Buffalo. N. Y.

(Special to Maine Wood*.)

Belgrade Lakes, Me., Dec. 7, 1914.
Thanksgiving has come and gone.
It was a beautiful day and much en
joyed apparently by all,
A
few
people hunted out of town for the
day, but those remaining at home, j
entertained friends in a fashion that
made glad the hearts of many who
otherwise might have been lonely.
The drought still continues and
the effects of it is being felt by
all, especially the farmers who are
obliged to draw their water for stock
a long distance.
C. H. Austin is having his wharves
rebuilt, or remodeled laving slips
made for motor boats to enter which
will be a great improvement and con
venience for the fishermen
next
season.
H.
A. Hamden is having a double
piazza added to his home which will
be a very great improvement
in
looks and convenience.
No snow as yet neither ice, con
sequently business is very quiet.
Many of the men have gone after
a deer up country, where they seem
to be plenty.
The village church is being repaired
renovated and put in order while it
is unoccupied, the pastor, Mr. Gif- j
bert being sick for several weeks.
As It Appeared to Her.

Mary, aged five, had been attending
camp meeting for several days with
her parents, and upon her return her
little brother asked what it was like.
“ Oh,” she replied, “ it’s a place where
they have Sunday every day In the
week.”
Nothing to Brag About.

Mother’s visitor told Alice and Bet
ty, when they were brought into the
parlor to be presented, that she had
two little nieces just about their ages.
“That’s nothing,” said Alice patroniz
ingly, pulling up her skirts. “I dot
two little kneezes. too."

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER'S
STRONG,

MAINE,

PIANO TRUTHS
When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
“ SELLING EXPENSE” and they charge you their
profit on top of that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY
TO DENY THAT FACT PUBLICLY.
CH AS. W . NORTON,
C h u rch

S tre e t
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-
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AUSTIN SPEAKS IN
LEGISLATIVE HALL

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

SURE, S A N T A

At the Second Annual Meeting of
Maine Academy of Science

M A I N E , D E C E M B E R 17, 1914.

restored Nature’s balance and have
bought back in abundance species
which were on the very brink of
extinction.
In 1875, owing to the general prac
tice of crust hunting in March, it
was found that moose had practically
disappeared from the state and the
legislature that year placed a five
years’ close time upon them. The
result was that the decade from 1880
to 1890 afforded the best moose
hunting evier had in recent yeairs.
In 1893 beaver, one of our most
lute,resting animals, were nearly ex
tinct, few, if any, young men then
living ever having seen one; that
year a perpetual close time was
placed upon them.
In five
years
they began to show up in remote
sections; in ten years they were
plentiful and to-day they are nunjercus enough to be a menace to
standing timber in many settled
towns.
./
j
'These two instances only go to
shew hew very little help Nature
demands in order to hold her own
against great odds' and lead® all
of us wlie are interested in this
important subject to hope that- it is
rot yet too late to preserve to poster
ity some of these benefits which
many of us hold so lightly.
Enlightened public opinion, self-re
straint and a generous outlook to
ward the future will conserve the
game of Maine for many generations
to come.

The fallowing program was given
at the siecoaid annual meeting of the
Maine Academy of Science, at Leg
islative Hall, State House, Augusta,
December 11 and 12:
9.30 a. m., meeting of Executive
Ccuneil.
10.30 a. m., business meeting.
Paper:
“ The Maine Academy o f ,
Science as a Higher
School
of ■
Scientific Research, and Education,’’ !
by Mr. N. B. Tracy, Auburn, Me.
Paper:
“ The Effect cf Color in j
tht' environment on the color chiang- (
es of the Florida Chameleon. Anolis j
carol in ensis,’’ by Prof. Menton Cope-1
land, Professor of Biology', Bowdoin
College.
Address:
“ The Forests of Maine,
by Hon. Blaine S. Viles, Augusta,
State Land Agent and Forest Com
missioner and member of Board of
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.
7.30 p. m., Address: “ Game Con j
servaticn,” by Hon. Harry B. Aus
tin, Phillips, Chairman of Board of
Commissioners, of Inland Fisheries
and Game.
Illustrated Lecture:
“ Birds
of !
Maine and their relation to Agricul
Toys Made in the
ture,” by Hon. Herbert K. Job, State ;
The
Remedy
Home Workshop
Practical Extinction of Species.
Orni thole gist of Connecticut and in \ These vast forests, whose soli-1
charge of Department of
Applied j tudes only were invaded by the In
And now we come to the question
The completion of the first trans
Ornithology of the National Associa- ! dian and a few pioneers, afforded an
tion of Audubon Societies.. This will ; ideal refuge fAr a great abundance of continental railway less than fifty, cf what' should be done to preserve
bo a rare opportunity to hear Mr. wild creatures, and while both
the years ago sounded the death knell of as far as possible that game which
Job in this State.
pioneer with his flint-lock and the America’s largest game animal, the we have left to us and which we
Saturday, December 12, 9.30 a. m.. Indian with his bow and arrow drew 1bison, which from countlesis thou are in duty bound to pass on to
Paper: “ Domestic Science ” by Miss ' upon this game for hiis daily supply sands in 1866 became extinct as a coming generations as little deplet
Evelyn Maude Mason, Augusta.
of meat, neither slew wantonly or game animal in less than twenty ed as is consistent with the duties
we owe ourselves.
Papers:
“The Anna,Is of Three wastefully, and under such conditions years, or in 1883.
In 1881 I saV a herd of buffalo
tame Hermit Thrushes” and “ The j Nature easily kept up the supply. But
Nature lovers, sportsmen and scien
Chronicle of a tame
Ollive-backed as population increased and the fo r -, not twenty miles from the North tists are discussing schemes of game
Thrush” by Miss Cordelia J. Stan-1 ests were converted into fields and ern Pacific Railroad; at that time conservation at the present day more
wood, of Ellsworth.
pastures, the number of hunters rap building in Montana, which number than ever before and certain fun
Paper: “ How the Schools; can help idly increased and together with such ed thousands and dotted the prairie damentals are agreed upon, namely,
in the Development of the Natural ' increase the area of the game re for miles.
I saw their swollen bod —that the number of hunters is in
Resources of the State,” by Prof. fuge as rapidly decreased, and even ies rotting in the sun where they creasing yearly, that restrictive leg
Ray W. Tobey, of The Gcod Will under such conditions Nature
can islation must help to meet this in
held had been left by hunters (I
Schools, Hinckley, Me.
who crease, that where any variety of
her own for generations and that, too, hardly call them sportsman)
The officers are: George R. Htfwe, without the aid of restrictive laws.
killed simply fo the lust of killing game approaches extinction curtail
HERE are some toys that can be
President, Norway;
Thomas A.
and who did not value their vict ing of the bag limit is not a suffi
Moose, elk, deer, wild
turkeys,
made at home for the smaller chil
James, Corresponding Secy., Augus
ims even enough to remove their cient remedy, but that a long per
pigeons, quail and grouse were in
dren and they are among those that
ta; Miss Harriet Abbott. Recording
hr dels,
Constructi'cm trains
fwerel iod of absolute protec,tion is neces are most durable and most cherished.
great abundance i n the
eastern
Sery. and Treas., Fryeburg.
frequently farced to stop to
let \sary, that market hunting must be Among them are Teddy bears, dogs,
states, while millions cf buffalo, elk
Executive Council : The officers as
elephants, rabbits and kittens made ol
ard antelope roamed the prairies of the herols «oste the track in their ¡ outlawed as fair as possible.
above, and Mrs. Fannie H. Ackstorm,
drifting around and seeking the
canton flannel or plush. Rag dolls,
the west.
But no legislation ean be effec-1 printed on strong muslin, can be
Chairman of Ornithological
Section,
bt st pasturage.
Brewer; Prof. M. H. Oh,ryslier, Chair- j During these early years hunting
They were shot from horseback, tive unless backed by an enlighten- j bought ready to be cut out and made
man of Botanical Section, Orcno; was engaged in purely as a means firm the ground, and even
from ed public opinion, and I am glad to , at home. The animals are cut by pah
Prcf. E. F. Hitching«, Chairman of j of furnishing sustenance and its de burkboardis, and by hunting part say that during the past few years terns to be had at pattern companies
and are stuffed with sawdust. Small
Entomological Section, Orono; Har-! velopment as a sport was very grad-1 ies numbering from two persons to there has been a great change in
public
opinion on
these matters, buttons or bead6 make their eyes and
ry A. M. Triickey, Chairman of Physi ual up to the middle of the last forty.
heavy yarnB are employed in outlining
cal Science Section, Bangor ;
Prof- j century.
The result was inevitable;
the and I believe that the more infor the mouth or nose or other details.
this
Menton Copeland, Chairman of Zoo
railroads had made the buffalo range mation our people have upon
A small white dog shown in the pie*
Gradual Development of Hunting
logical Section, Brunswick.
easy to reach and in less than two subject the more insistent will be ture illustrates how well these toys
Committee of arrangements of
look. He is furnished with eyes made
years none were left except a few come the demand for conservation.
Hunting as a sport seems to have in our National Parks.
Second Annual Meeting:
A. M. G.
It is! easy to interest our children of little black buttons and ears cut
from black cloth. A ribbon carrying
wealthy
Soule, Augusta, Chairman; Prof M. H first been indulged in by
But you may say that they would in the daily lives of our wild creat
Chrysler, Crono; Prof. Manton Cope southern planters and by those mem have had to go eventually to make ures and such interest is inevitably a tiny bell is sewed about his neck
land, Brunswick; Prof. Frank D. bers of the nobility who had hunted way for advancing civilization which followed by a friendiiy feeling for and he ie bedecked with a narrow band
of red ribbon about his body, tied in a
Tibbs, Bates College; Prof. H. P abroad before coming to America, i« true, but self-restraint and intel tliexu and a desire to observe rath
bow at the side.
Little, Waterviille; Thomas A. James, and it was confined to this class ligent conservation would have pre er than to kill.
A clown doll is shown with the head
largely during the first two
cen served them for at least a generat
Augusta.
Teach the fanner who caters to made of ribbed goods like a stocking
Following is the address delivered turies cf our history.
ion, and tlie extent of our unsettl the sportsman that the live game top. The body is made of blue cambric
by Hen. H. B. Austin, chairman of
The fast increasing wealth of our ed domain even now is such tihiat in his fields and woodte is as much and the shoes of red. The tall hat is
tine Maine Inland Fish and Game people during the latter half of the this noble game might have still of an aesiet to Mm as is bis poultry of red also, and the costume is fin*
ished with a ruffle collar of white lace.
Commission :
last century, however, was creating a been hunted in moderation by the and be will do his share towards This doll has eyes made of small black
Though realizing my limitations, I leisure class and this, together with present generation.
game protection.
beads with eyebrows and eyelids de*
am indeed grateful for the opportun mankind’s pronenesls to revert to Na
The practical iexti notion of the
When tlie sporting camp
owner fined with black yarn. His nose is
ity afforded me of speaking to you ture, had much influence in making elk and «he antelope has followed I learnS| as many
tll6m
that formed by making a short ridge in the
this evening upon tine subject of the sport of hunting popular.
a-' » matt* r of oo“ "', thOT^ 1101 90 i the live deer feeding on the shores of face drawn together by a few stitches.
Game Conservation, whitch is, at the
rapidly as «hat of the buffalo, staip-; hls teke t]„roUEh , he slimra,,r manths A etitch, in red yarn, forms his mouth
The love of hunting is inherent and
present time, the subject of more
ly because these animate
inhabit „
a much greatEr
to llto and a mustache and whiskers are
scientific thought and
investiga tion comes down to us through countless less accessible places and usually in tU n j, dozra carcasses banging on made of black yarn. By separating the
yarn into strands, and sewing it about
generations of ancestors who hiad
than ever before in modern times.
much smaller group«.
hi8 piazza
Uie tall, he wU1 do the head below the cap, an abundance
to
kill
that
they
and
theirs
might
Conservation, whether of our water
of curly, black hair is simulated. The
Among the bird®, the prairie chick- j hts part toward® conservation,
and only a small spark is,
powers, our forests, our game or any live,
•7
cap is topped with a tiny bell and red
en, the wild turkey, the plover and!
needed
to
kindle
this
desire
to
kill
other of our natural resources, can
Thousands of summer visitors are yellow and blue yarns represent bub
many varieties of water forwl are
only be successfully inaugurated afte and the love of the chase in most going the way of the larger game interested in the sign,? of wild life a- tons and embroidery In his apparel.
bout their summer stopping places
thorough scientific investigation and normal men.
Among the new things brought out
—victims not so much of advancing
intelligent research, otherwise it
Year by year a period of recrea civilization as cf man’s' unthinking and are hunting during their vaca for this year are pictures to be made
cannot be effective.
tion with the camera instead of the by cutting out figures from colored tis
tion has becomS more and more a selfishness and commercialism.
rifle, and the stories told of their ex sue paper and pasting them on a thin
While the conservation of any of necessity to men in almost all walks
In the east our largest game ani- periences in Maine, often accompan paper background. The tissues is placed
our natural resources is closely re of life, and a rapidly increasing num imal, the moose, which, formerly
over an outline picture and the figure
lated to—and in a measure dependent ber are taking such recreation in was abundant in most states north ied by photographs, are a tremendous wanted drawn in outline with a pen
advertising
agency
not
only
for
at
upon—that of every other, I shall our woods and naturally are draw
cil. It, is then cut out. Different ob
of Virginia, and the Ohio river, is
tracting summer vacationists but the jects are drawn on different colored
speak only of that which relates to ing heavily upon our game resourc
found in any numbers only in our
hunters who follow them.
paper, as trees on green paper, horses
our game, and in order to do so I es, and to-day in the country the
own state, Maine being the only state
on white or brown paper, and other ob
will go over briefly the history of man or hoy who does not hunt or
When
our
people
finally
realize
the
east cf Minnesota where their killing
jects on appropriate colors. After all
American game.
fish is the exception to the gener
indisputable fact that the game of the required figures are cut out, they
a,‘ any season is allowed by law.
al rule.
I will not touch upon the extinc a state belongs to the whole people are pasted on the background.
P R I M I T I V E C O N D IT I O N S
Coincident with the growth of tion of the passenger pigeon, whose of that slate, and not solely to the
For many years after our country hunting as a sport came the develop numbers were estimated in billions probably less than three per cent
first began to be settled by the white ment of the highways and, the exten only a few yearn® before they were of them who desire to kill that
shall
man, almost an unbroken, forest cov sion of the railroads into hitherto entirely gone from the continent, game, then, and then only,
ered that portion east of the Mis remote and unsettled sections, mak for that is a matter regarding which w° have game laws: not dictated in
sissippi, and west of the great ri,ver ing the haunt® of game readily ac much has been written, and which the main by that small portion oil
lay a trackless prairie extending to cessible to the rapidly increasing has been exhiaustivefly treated by the people who are game kiilillers.
the foothills of the Rocky Moun number of htuntems.
those more familiar with the fact
In closing I will cite a few in
tains.
and its cause than I aim.
stances where restriction laws have
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would be ‘ a "burlesque on tBe WKole ansies Were rather wd’ak and I leu
nonsensicality of Christmas giving. It down twice, but without hurting my ana see me. Your loving sister,
“GERTRUDE/
would irritate and puzzle his relatives self, managed to go through the mo
and probably deepen their hatred of tions, and before I left I skated with
him. At any rate, it would be a satire a peach of a pretty girl. Well, Sid, I
“Dear Brother: Greetings to you
on a silly tradition, and thank good owe this renewal of my youth to you. from the happiest household in town,
Thank
you
many
times,
and
believe
ness, it wouldn’t be conventional.
thanks to a generous Santa Claus in
Mr. Sidney Payson went into the me to be, as ever, your affectionate the guise of Uncle Sidney. I must be
WILLIAM.”
first department etore and found him brother,
gin by thanking you on my own ac
self at the book counter.
count. How in the world did you learn
“ Have you any work which would be
“ Dear Brother: The secret is out. I that Roman colors had come in again?
suitable for an elderly gentleman of suspected it all the time. It is need I have always heard that men did not
studious habits and deep religious con less for you to offer denial. Some follow the styles and could not be
victions?” he asked.
,
times when you have acted the cynic trusted to select anything for a wom
Pretty Shades for
“We have here the works of Flavius I have almost believed that you were an, but it is a libel, a base libel, for
Christmas Candles
Josephus in two volumes,” replied the sincere, but each time I have been re the scarf which you sent is quite the
young woman.
lieved to observe something in you most beautiful thing I have received
“All right. I’ll take them,” he said. which told me that underneath your this Christmas. I have it draped over
RETTY candle shades for the
T want them for my nephew Fred. He assumed indifference there wras a the large picture in the parlor, and it
dressing case or for the candles
is
the
envy
of
every
one
who
has
been
likes Indian stories.”
genial current of the romantic senti
of the dinner or luncheon table, are
in
today.
A
thousand,
thousand
thanks,
The
salesgirl
looked
at
him
wonderment
of
the
youth
and
the
lover.
How
(Copyright, Doubleday, Page & C o.)
sure to delight the home-maker, so
ingly.
can I be in doubt after receiving a dear Sidney. It ws*3 perfectly sweet
R. SIDNEY PAYSON was
“Now, ttien, I wrant a love story,” little book—a love story?
of you to remember me, and I call it they are among the most acceptable
full of the bitterness of said Mr. Payson. “ I have a maiden
“ I knew, Sidney dear, that you would nothing less than a stroke of genius to j of Christmas gifts
Christmas-tide. Mr. Pay- sister who is president of a Ruskin remember me at Christmas* You have think of anything so appropriate and |to everyone who
loves the little
son was the kind of man j club and writes essays about Bud always been the soul of thoughtful yet so much out of the ordinary.
“John asks me to thank you—but I touches that add
who loved to tell invalids dhism. I want to give her a book ness, especially to those of us w ho un
that they were not look that tells about a girl named Mabel derstood you. . must, howrever, con must tell you the story. One evening to the beauty of
ing as well as usual, and who is loved by Sir Hector Something- fess that I expected you to do the last week we had a little chafing-dish the home.
Candle shades
who frightened young hus or-Other. Give me a book that is full deadly conventional thing and send party after prayer meeting, and I
bands by predicting that of hugs and kisses and heaving bos- me something heavy and serious. I asked John to open a bottle of olives of figured silk, or
they would regret having married. He i oms and all that sort of rot. Get just knew it would be a book. All of my for me. Well he broke the small blade silkaline or thin
ribbon, may be
seldom put the seal of approval on any as far away from Ibsen and Howells friend3 send me books. That’s what of his knife trying to get the cork
human undertaking. It was a matter and Henry James as you can possibly comes of being president of a literary out. He said: ‘If I live to get down made over small
of pride with him that he never failed get.”
club. But you are the only one, Sid town again, I’m going to buy a cork wire frames, with
‘‘Here is a book that all the girls in ney,, who had the rare and kindly judg screw.’ Fortunately he had neglected the silk put on in
to find the sinister motive for the act
which other people applauded. Some the store say is very good,” replied ment to appeal to the wroman and not to buy one, and so your gift seemed to 1 plaits or plain or
fluted. The thin
of his pious friends used to say that the young woman. “It is called ‘Vir- to the club president. Because I am come straight from Providence. John
Satan had got the upper hand with gie’s Betrothal; or The Stranger at interested in a serious literary move is very much pleased. Already he has ribbons are easily
him, but therewere others who indi- Birchwood Manor.’
It’s by Imogene ment it need n*t follow that I want my found a use for it, as it happened handled
Smal l wi re
cated that it might be bile.
Sybil Beauclerc.”
whole life to be overshadowed by the that he wanted to open a bottle of
Think of the seething wrrath and the
“If it’s what it sounds to be, it’s just giants of the kingdom of letters. Al household ammonia the very first frames are to be
bought ready
sense of humilation with which Mr. what I want,” said Payson, showing though I w'ould not dare confess it to thing this morning.
“As for Fred’s lovely books—thank made and come in
Sidney Payson set about his Christ- his teeth at the young woman with a Mrs. Peabody or Mrs. Hutchens, there
mas shopping!
In the first place, to devilish glee. “ You say the girls here are times when I like to spend an aft goodness you didn’t send him any a v a r i e t y o f
ernoon with anN old-fashioned love more story books. John and I have shapes and sizes.
go shopping for Christmas presents i in the store like it?”
was the most conventional thing that
“ Yes; Miss Simmons, in the hand- story. You are a bachelor, Sidney, and been trying to induce him to take up S o m e t i mes the
anyone could do, and Mr. Payson kerchief-box department, says it’s just as for me, I have long since ceased to a more serious line of reading. The frame is made of
blush at the casual mention of ‘old Josephus ought to help him in the s t i f f c ardboard,
hated conventionalities. For another grand.”
maid.’ It was not for us to know the study of his Sunday school lessons. but this is not durable nor as satisfac
thing, the giving of Christmas pres
“ Ha! All right, I’ll take it.”
ents carried with it some testimony of
He felt his happiness rising as he bitter-sweet experiences of courtship We were pleased to observe that he tory as that of wire.
To make shades like that shown in
affection, and Mr. Payson regarded went through the store. The joy shone and marriage, and you will remember read it for about an hour this morn
the picture take flowered ribbon or
any display of affection as one of the in his face as he stood at the skate that we have sometimes pitied the ing.
“When you were out here last fall strips of silk a half-inch wider than,
headlong infatuation of sw-eethearts,
crude symptoms of barbarous taste.
counter.
did
Genevieve tell you that she was the width of the wire frame. Lay it in
and
have
felt
rather
superior
in
our
If he covld have assembled hie rela- j “ I have a brother who is forty-six
fives at a Christmas gathering and years old and rather fat,” he said to freedom. And yet, Sidney, if w'e chose collecting silk for a doll quilt? She plaits a little less than a half inch in
opened a few old family wounds, re the salesman. “ I don’t suppose he’s to be perfectly candid with each other, insists that she did not, but she must depth, or have it plaited on a plaiting
minding his brother and his two sis been on the ice in twenty-five years. I dare say that both of us would con have done so, for how could you have machine. Sew one edge of the plaited
guessed that .she wants pieces of silk strip over the top wire of the frame,
ters of some of their youthful follies, He wears a No 9 ehoe. Give me a
fess to having known something about above anything else In the world? Fred crowding the plaits close together. Sew
thus shaming them before the chil pair of skates for him.”
that which men call love. We might and Genevieve send love and kisses. the other edge over the bottom wire.
dren, Mr. Sidney Payson might have
A few minutes later he stood at the
confess that we had felt its subtle in John insists that you come out to din Spreading the plaits evenly Is neces
managed to make out a rather merry silk counter.
fluence, at times and places, and with ner some Sunday very soon—next Sun
Christmas. Instead of that, he was
“What are those things?” he asked, a stirring uneasiness, as one detects a day if you can. After we received your sary. Conceal the sewing and border
condemned to go out and purchase pointing to some gayly colored silks
the shade at the same time with tin
draft. We might go so far as to ad presents we were quite ashamed of sel braid in silver or gilt»
gifts and be as cheaply idotic as the folded in boxes.
mit that sometimes we pause in our the box we had sent over to your
other wretched mortals with whom he
“ Those are scarfs.”
lonely lives and wonder what might hotel, but we will try to make up the
was beii.\ carried along. No wonder
“ Well, if you’ve got one that has all
t-felt gratitude. Don’t
that he chafed and rebelled and vainly ith e colors of the rainbow in it, I’ll take have been, and whether it would not difference in
“ Vaudeville.”
have been better after all. I am afraid forget—any Sunday. Your loving sis
wished that he could hang crepe on
The term vaudeville, which is now
i it. I want one with lots of yellow and that I am writing this like a senti ter,
KATHERINE.”
every Christmas tree in the universe.
understood in the old meaning of the
red and green in it. I want something
It would be useless to dwell upon variety show, originally meant a short,
Mr. Sidney Payson hated his task that you can hear across the street. mental school girl, but you must know
that I have been reading your charm the reflections of Mr. Sidney Payson light dramatic piece in which songs
and he was puzzled by it. After wan
You Bee, I have a sister w'ho prides ing little book, and it has come to me
dering through two stores and looking
set to familiar tunes were introduced.
herself on her quiet taste. Her cos as a message from you. Is it not real after he received these letters.
in at 20 windows he had been unable
It took the name from the village of
tumes are marked by what you call ly a confession, Sidney? You have
to make one selection. It seemed to
Vaudevire, in Normandy, the birth
‘unobtrusive elegance.' I think she’d made me very happy, dear brother. I
him that all the articles offered for
place of the poet Olivier Basselin, who
rather die than wear one of those feel more closely drawn to you than at
sale were singularly and uniformly in
was the first to compose such songs.
things, so I want the biggest and any time since we were all together
Subscribe Now for Maine W o o d s He died in 1418.
appropriate. The custom of giving
noisest one in the whole lot.”
at Christmas, at the olfl fcoipe. Come
was a farce in itself, and the storekeep
The girl didn't know what to make
ers had done what they could to make
of Mr. Payson’s strange remarks, but
it a sickening travesty.
Til go ahead and buy a lot of things she was too busy to be kept wonder
at haphazard,” he said to himself. “I ing.
Mr. Payson’s sister’s husband Is the
don’t care a hang whether they are ap
president of a church temperance so
propriate or not."
At that moment he had an inspira ciety, so Mr. Payson bought him a
tion. It was an inspiration which buckhorn corkscrew.
There was one more present to buy.
could have come to no one except Mr.
“ Let me see,” said Mr. Payson.
Sidney Payson. It promised a speedy
“What is there that could be of no
earthly use to a girl of*six years old?”
Even as he spoke his eye fell on a
sign: “Bargain sale of neckwear.”
“ I don’t believe she would care for
cravats,” he said. “I guess I’ll buy
! some for her.”
We carry the “ INTERNATIONAL CLOTHES” custom made, finest
\ He saw a box of cravats marked “25
cents each.”
quality, up-to-the-minute in style. International Suits and Overcoats are fa
“ Why are those so cheap?” he asked.
“Well, to tell the truth, they’re out
mous the fworld over. We take your measure and guarantee satisfaction, and
of style.”
“ That’s good. I want eight of them
stand ready to make good every claim.
—oh, any eight will do. I want them
for a small niece of mine— a little girl
about six years old."
Without indicating the least sur
prise, the salesman wrapped up the
cravats.
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| CHRISTMAS SATISFACTION IS
GREATEST AND LASTS LONGEST I
When the Gift Is Something Necessary and Useful

“ I’ll Take Them .”

*

end to shopping hardships. It guaran
teed him a Christmas to his own
liking.
He was bound by family custom to
buy Christmas presents for his rela
tives. He had promised his sieter that
be would remember every one in the
Hst. But he was under no obligation
give presents which would be wel
come. Why not give to each of his rel
atives some present which would be
entirely useless, inappropriate and
superfluous? It would serve them right
tor involving him in the childish per'U’m.'innes of the Christmas season. It

Letters received by Mr. Sidney Payson in acknowledgment of his Christ
mas presents:
“ Dear Brother: Pardon me for not
hr ing acknowledged the receipt of
your Christmas present. The fact is
that since the skates came I have been
devoting so much of my time to the
re-acquiring of one of my early accom
plishments that I have not had much
time for writing. I wish I could ex
press to you the delight I felt when I
opened the box and saw that you had
sent me a pair of skates. It was just
as if you had said to me: ‘Will, my
boy, some people may think you are
getting on in years, but I know that
you’re not.’ I suddenly remembered
that the presents which I have been
receiving for several Christmases were
intended for an old man. I have re
ceived easy-chairs, slippers, mufflers,
emoking-jackets, a v f the like. When I
received the pair of skates from you I
felt that twenty years had been lifted
from my shoulders. How In the world
did you ever happen to think of them?
Did you really believe that my skating
days were not over? W ^l, they’re not.
I went to the pond in the park on
Christmas day and worked at it for
--=” 1 hrsnrs and I bad a lot of fun. Mv

Put an International Suit on your “ Christmas
List,” put it at the top and afterward add some more |
o f the useful things listed below.

Shoes,
Neckties,

Gloves,
Underwear,

Sweaters,
Shirts,

Mittens,
Handkerchiefs

W e carry a full line o f clothing, furnishing goods,
ji dry goods and general merchandise. You can do your <•
whole Xmas shopping here. Presents for men and
women, boys and girls.

HALEY & RUSSELL
Phillips, Me.
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phy from an original waiter color by
George Howell Gay, a student of
the Academy of Design,
Chicago,
ar.d an exhibitor at the art clubs
in Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia.
We notice by the Independent Re attending a session of tire State
“ Brown’s in Town” is a dollar
porter, Skowhegain, that E. C. But Grange in Lewiisiton this week.
entertainment for the old-time price
Simian Booker has been ill recemtler, esq., hais let the contract to
i * 25 and 35 cents.
build four bum,gia,lows in the grove
Miss Kathleen Noble was a week
ly-Please note in another
V
column end guest of M.isis Hilda Goodwin in
and facing Lake Wesiserumislett to C.
P. Corsom otf Lakewood.
The struct that a special price will be paid i' armington.
ures are to ib,e completed not later for white bircih lumber if delivered
Mrs. F. N. Beal was a guest of
Address P. W.
than June 15, 1915.
Also that the before January 1.
Mrs. F. 0. Lyford im Farmington
members1of the Good Will Club were Mason, Supt., Strang, Me., for prices, for a day last week.
entertained. Thursday by Mrs. A. K. etc.
Senator-elect E. I. Herrick of RanAbel Bunnell has been confined to
Butler at her home.
A social af
geley and Representaitive-eiiect C. H.
luis home by illness, but is now able
ternoon was enjoyed.
Pierce of Farmington have leased a
Severall pleasing, entirely new and to be out again.
house on Green street, Augusta for
A. W. Bean was tapped again
surprising specialities will be intro
the winter which will be used as
duced next Saturday evening, while Monday and about 10 quarts of water the home of the Franklin
county
taken.
“ Brown’s in Town..’’
members of the legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. El win Webber have
Miss Anna Beal who is teaching in
The Christmas party for the Sun
day school children of the Federat moved from the rent in the Dill Sherman Mills is home for the holi
ed church will this year be held on house on Amble street to the Frank day vacation, as isi also Misses Ruth
Austin and Lillian Toothaker of the
Wednesday evening at 7.30 at the Cole housJe on River street.
Mrs. S. L. Twombly who has been Normal school.. Farmington.
Parish House.
Tilie members of
Mrs. Addle Carvilie of Farmington
the different classes' are preparing ill for. a week or two past is im
pasisied last week in Phillips at the
a sample program and the children proved in health.
Mrs. Harold Kinney and child home of A. E. Bunnell.
twill invite their parents and friends
ren, Emily and John of Boston are
to come with them to enjoy it.
“ Tell him to get a Mock Turtle
iMrs. Fannie Records had as dinner the guests of her parents, Mr. and fcr the soup,—hurry!” Suzanne in
guests last Monday, Mrs. C. E. Park Mrs*. H. J. Hescock. •
“ Brown’s in Town.”
er, Mrs. J. W. Brackett and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter will
If you can only spare a few
Daisy Davenport.
pennies, add them to the treasury leave Phillips Friday of this week
Mrs. John Bump of Portland has fo” the relief cif the starving Bel for Newark, N. J., where they will
pass the winter with their daugh
been quite ill recently, being threat gians.
A handsome calendar has come ter, Mrs. Harry F. Pease and fam
ened with pneumonia.
Their daughter Dallas is also
W. L. Butler of Farmington has to our desk by the courtesy of Hon. ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Voter will
bought of Pearl Nickerson, the bay N. P. Noble, fire insurance. The there.
scene is “A New England Winter” visit relatives and friends in New
pacing gelding, Johnny L., 2.24%.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam are and is re-produced by color pbotogra- Hampshire and Massachusetts before
their return home.
They plan to
be away until March.
T he Bright, Realistic and Irre
Mrs. Lester Bean has been con
a
sistibly F unnyPA R C E -C O MED Y
in three acts, as presented so fined to thie house the past week by
successfully on the professional illness.
stage. Plays two and one half
Misses Lettie and Julia Ellis of
hours and something d oing every
Weld were the Sunday guests
of
minute.
their
sister
and
family,
Mr.
and
By the following local and especially well chosen cast
Mrs. Wesliey J. Kempt on.
Hollis V. Holt
Dick Preston, the son,
W e are glad to report that Mr.
N. P. Noble
Abel Preston, his father,
J. B. "Morrison
Arthur Howard, a dentist,
Leonard Ross, who has been laid up
W. M. Payson
Worth Carew, a gentleman of leisure,
with a bad foot is able to be out
.
F. M. Davis
Pollock, the gardner,
again.
.
Elma L. Byron
Suzanne Dacre, who knows a thing or two,
Gladys B. Morrison
Mrs. Charles Giie of RangeLey was
Letty, Dick's wife,
Beulah M. Irwin
Freda Von Hollenbeck, a German heiress.
in town recently.
Kathleen Noble
Primrose, the ‘ ’Lady Cook” with a reputation,
Mr, and Mrs. Willi Calden of Far
U p -to -d a te S p ecia lties
mington. arrived in town last Tues
Reserved seats on sale at Preble’s, 35c. Admission, 25c. day noon and are visiting relatives
here.
Miss Gustie E. Kempton is em
ployed in the family of Hon. Joel
Wilbur.
The King’s Daughters wild meet
with Miss Emma Davenport Friday
evening of this week.
Mrs. Etta Hayes of Farmington re
turned home Tuesday noon after a
few days’ visit with Mrs. O. H.
Hersey.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

BROWN'S IN TOWN"

At LAMBERT HALL, PHILLIPS, on SAT
URDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 19, 1914

Holiday Gifts For
Men and Boys

TORY

Put These On Your Shopping List
Suits

Shoes

Hats
Pants
Shirts

Caps
Belts

Collars

Gloves
Trunks

Mittens

Garters

Rubbers
Hosiery

Neckties

Overcoats

Sweaters
Underwear

Mackinaws
Arm Bands

Suspenders

Handkerchiefs

Travelling Bags

Suit Cases

Everything Worn By Men and Boys
O u r Prices A r e R ight

A t T h e C lotH ing Store

D. F. H O Y T ,
N o . 5# B e a l B lo cK ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

Christmas Presents
WHAT

TO

GET

Following is a list of a part of our large assortment'

TOYS

DOLLS
GAMES BOOKS
HANDKERCHIEFS
APRONS GLOVES AND MITTENS HANDBAGS
BOX PAPER SHOES
RUBBERS SWEATERS HOSE
UNDERWEAR MOCCASINS SLIPPERS RIBBONS ETC.

HILL

B u tte rick

C.

P attern s

in

Stock

M. H O Y T ,

Dec. 15.
N o. 2, Beal B locK , P h illip s , M e .'
F a r m e r s ' Tel.
Emery Moore who is1 working for
Harry Dunham in Madrid was home
for a few days the last of last week.
Mertie, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll Brackley is quite
ill.
Last Thursday while running
M AKE YOUR F R IE N D S HAPPY
and playing out of doors; ah© fell,
striking in such a manner as to
by presenting them with Nice Groceries from
loosen several teeth, bruising her
face and hurting her quite badly.
She is attended by Dr. Bell.
Bart Luce is working for W. W.
Mr. ajnd Mrs. Alfred White
of
Mitchell.
Portland visited her brother, Emery
' — 1■
ORDER YOU R
Miss Carrie Hunter has closed her Moore and family a few days last
house on the hill and gone to her week.
home in Strong village for the wint
Mrs. C. N. Plaiisted. went to Lew
er.
iston Tuesday noon for a few days.
AT
Miss Edna Gates is working for She also expects to go to Portland
Mrs. Carroll Russell for a
sihort before her return.
time.
Bernard Libby who is buying ap
ples for Lowell & Whiittem of West
m
■
___________________ i■
Farmington has bought the apples m
on the hill and i'S packing them this
week.

AT

G BR I5T M A S

T O O T H A K E R ’S

CASH

STORE

i
: Chicken and Fowl-

j B E A N ’ Sj

4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Phillips National Bank

PHILLIPS, - MAINE

!

The young folks on the hill have
been enjoying the skating on the
pond for a longer period than us
ual this; fall, but the snow of Sun ;
day night has covered it up no doubt
for the winter.

For Christmas !
HOME CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ■

L__________ J
Wouldn’ t you like to own a

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR
Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.

HALEY & FIELD

Phillips,

Maine

Smart Stpllsb IMIatcM
Certainly you would. Then why not?
If you think it’s too expensive just

Come In And Price
You will be agreeably surprised. You
will find our watches to be just as good
time pieces as they are trim and stylish
of build. We will enjoy showing them
to you.

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

M A IN *

